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ORIGINS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE CONCH REPUBLIC:

KEY WEST, FLORIDA

David Weinberg

New College of Florida, 2009

ABSTRACT

In 1982, Key West seceded from the United States of America as an act of protest against 

the Federal Government, forming the Conch Republic.  To this day, residents of the island 

maintain they hold a dual citizenship, both American and Conch.  The motivation and 

inspiration for this unique form of protest can be found in the island's history and culture. 

From the island's initial settlement in 1819, the residents of Key West considered their 

island as fundamentally different from the United States.  By extension, they viewed 

themselves as fundamentally different from the rest of the American population.  The 

island's culture was formed of ethnic diversity, unique economic pursuits, and geographic 

isolation resulting in a population that not only saw secession from the United States as a 

means of protest but an assertion of identity.  The people of Key West have employed the 

banner of the Conch Republic regularly since it's creation as a tool for further protest and 

as a unified front for furthering the causes previously pursued independently by Conchs. 

The Conch Republic is the product of an island people striving to establish and defend 

their independent culture and interests against an uninterested federal government and the 

homogenizing factors of modern tourism.

Dr. Kathryn R. Dungy

Social Sciences
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Introduction

Micro-nations, small quasi-independent areas, are typically built upon simple 

common political causes that unite the population of a geographic area in a strong 

enough manner to make their existence as a portion of their governing body 

impossible.1  The common portrayal of the Conch Republic, a micro-nation 

encompassing Key West, Florida (and by some definitions the rest of the Florida Keys) 

holds that it was established by the residents of Key West in 1982 as an act of protest 

against a Federal Government that had turned a blind and uncaring eye against it. 

Though this was certainly a large part of the Conch Republic's motivation towards 

independence, it was the unique Conch identity that made secession not only a viable 

option, but a logical choice for action against the Federal Government of the United 

States.  The declaration of Conch Independence and all subsequent actions of the 

Conch Republic serve as protests against the Federal Government, assertions of 

identity, and tourist draws for an island whose economy depends primarily on tourism.

Conch identity can be deconstructed into many different components, most of 

which are heavily influenced by the unique geography of the island.  The island's 

position as the southernmost point of the United States, along with the lack of reliable 

and fast transportation to and from the island for most of its history, separated the 

inhabitants of the island from the population of the United States.  Key Westers were 

ethnically separate from the population of the United States in that a large part of their 

1   G..R. Webster and T. Kidd, “Globalization and the Balkanization of States: The Myth of American 
Exceptionalism,” Journal of Geography 101(2002): 74.
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population emigrated from Cuba, the Bahamas, and other areas around the Caribbean, 

Central, and South America.  The population of the island was widely fluid, resulting in 

the exchange of genes, culture, and ideas among different ethnic groups.

The island's location presented Key Westers with a very different set of 

challenges than those faced by most Americans.  These challenges were compounded 

by the distance between Key West and the rest of the United States and the lack of 

reliable transportation.  Residents of Key West during the early nineteenth century lived 

in regular fear of attacks by Seminole Indians.  These fears came to a head in 1840 

when Seminoles attacked Indian Key, a settlement north of Key West.  More 

importantly, the entire island was under constant threat of total destruction by the 

hurricanes that frequented the region.  The island also coped with frequent outbreaks of 

disease until the early twentieth century, slow communication with the outside world 

until the 1860s, and unreliable water and power until World War II.  These conditions 

were manifested in Conch identity as pride in an ability to weather difficult 

circumstances in order to continue living on Key West, either for the island's economic 

opportunities or for the diverse culture.

Key West's position as one of the few tropical properties of the United States and 

its proximity to major shipping routes and Caribbean islands gave rise to unique 

economic pursuits.  The island was originally developed to be used as a military base to 

control passage into the Caribbean through the Straits of Florida and to eradicate pirates 

from the area.  The Naval presence on the island provided the initial source of income 

to the residents of the island, but another industry served to provide the foundation for 
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the island's character while providing larger sums of money, transforming the island 

into one of the largest cities in the southern United States by the time of the Civil War. 

It was wrecking that drew many of the island's first inhabitants from the Bahamas and 

the northern states, while creating a reputation for the island's inhabitants.  Key West 

endured the waxing and waning of several different industries on the island during the 

second half of the eighteenth century, most notably sponging, shrimping and cigar 

manufacture.  The island's proximity to Cuba and South America along with its already 

unsavory reputation contributed to its involvement in smuggling and illegal gambling. 

The island began developing into the tourist haven it is today during the Great 

Depression, completing this transformation shortly after World War II.  All of these 

stages of economic development have left their mark on the island and the identity of 

its inhabitants.

The unreliable support that Key West received from the Federal Government 

along with close ties to the Caribbean resulted in a feeling among Conch's that federal 

intervention in the island's day to day existence provided only temporary help, at best. 

The military was a fair-weather friend to the island, providing a valuable source of 

income to the inhabitants while its bases were occupied, but frequently downsizing and 

leaving Key Westers scrambling to replace the money that the military had brought to 

the island.  The troubled relationship between the island and the Federal Government 

resulted in a population that was wary of Federal Government help and very critical of 

any exchange that might injure Key West.
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Conch identity by that name can be traced historically from the settlement of the 

island in 1822.  Ethnically, Conchs are mostly traced to Bahamian immigrants, freed 

slaves, Cuban immigrants, and citizens from the northern states.  The island's position 

at the very tip of the United States near a major shipping lane for the Caribbean meant 

that other assorted travelers from around the world found themselves upon the island 

and occasionally chose it as a new home, ensuring a vast diversity of cultures.  The 

diversity of the population and its political allegiances resulted in a unique political 

climate that was highlighted by its distance from the Federal Government, which was 

frequently of no visible benefit to the citizenry, and also its proximity to Cuba.   The 

island's physical distance from the mainland and a complete lack of land transportation 

further increased its mental separation from the Federal Government.  Additionally, 

prior to the shift to a tourism economy the economic welfare of the Conch republic was 

largely independent of the economy of the United States, save for times of war when 

the military base would become more active.  These trends created a culture that 

identified far more closely with Key West and the island's problems than with the 

United States government as a whole, allowing the idea of secession and the 

development of a micro-nation to take place.

The idea of Key West as a tourist haven began to form during the Great 

Depression.  From that time on, Conchs frequently feared that the change tourism 

brought to their island would either wipe out their place on the island or everything that 

made the island unique.  Although many Conchs have found themselves driven off the 

island, the island's unique culture remains a source of celebration for the island's residents 
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and visitors.  This has been achieved by commodifying Conch identity as one of the 

island's unique attractions.  This began during the Great Depression when tourism 

pamphlets touted the islanders' uniqueness and continued to today.   Although Conchs 

initially only intended for Conch Independence to be used as a political protest, it was 

only a short time before savvy Conchs turned the independent Conch Republic into a 

vehicle for drawing a specific group of tourists to the island.  The Conch's target market 

were primarily individuals who would appreciate Key West not as just another tropical 

island, but as an island with an incredibly unique people and history, thereby tying 

themselves to the island's well-being while making sure that their culture would also be a 

viable part of the island's economy.
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Chapter 1:

The History of the Conch Republic

 The Declaration of Conch Independence
    The official establishment of the Conch Republic as a micro-nation occurred on April 

23, 1987.  Earlier that year, in response to concerns about illegal immigrants and products 

entering the country through the Florida Keys, the United States Border Patrol 

established a roadblock at the junction of the only two roads entering the Florida Keys, 

near Florida City.  The border patrol stopped cars and thoroughly searched them before 

allowing them to continue on their way.  The roadblock caused a severe traffic backup, 

stemming the flow of tourists into the Keys and virtually shutting down the residents' 

primary source of income.  Furthermore, the roadblock treated citizens of the Keys as non 

US-citizens as they attempted to enter and exit the Keys, defining itself as the border to a 

foreign land.  Despite the fact that the INS (Immigration and Naturalization Service) had 

plans to put the roadblock in place for approximately three weeks before they actually 

did, no Key West officials were notified of the plans.2   These events further aroused the 

ire of a group of citizens already upset by water shortages and the Federal Government's 

handling of the Mariel boat lift two years earlier.3  The rush of Cuban immigrants into 

Key West during the boat lift and the subsequent media coverage portrayed the city as 

being overrun by dangerous illegal aliens, hurting the flow of tourists to the island.  The 

2   Bill Cornwell, “Mellow mood of Keys residents turns mad, and they won't forgive and forget,” St.  
Petersberg Times, April 26,1982, sec. B, p. 1.

3   In 1980, Fidel Castro allowed Cubans to leave the island if they wished to.  To help the thousands of 
Cubans who sought to depart the island, Cuban-Americans in Key West and Miami organized a massive 
boatlift to bring the refugees from Mariel Harbor, Cuba to the United States.
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common view on the streets of Key West was that the Federal Government had 

absolutely no interest in the southernmost city of the United States.4

In response to these actions, Dennis Wardlow, the mayor of Key West, along with 

several other community leaders, attempted action against the Federal Government to 

have the roadblock removed.  Petitioning Washington D.C. and filing an injunction in a 

federal court in Miami had no effect on the situation.  At this point, Mayor Wardlow 

decided that if the Florida Keys were to be treated as a foreign nation and denied the 

rights granted to them by American citizenship, it followed logically that they should 

secede from the United States to protect their dignity, their rights, and their economic 

well-being.5

     The sense of humor surrounding the secession of the Conch Republic from the United 

States makes it difficult to analyze the event clearly, separating the humor of the situation 

from the very real issues that motivated the ceremony.  Due to the concerns of a portion 

of the local population that, despite the behavior of the Federal Government, it was 

wrong to lower the American flag in order to replace it with the Conch Flag, the United 

States flag was excluded from the entire ceremony.   The declaration was thus only read 

under the flag of the Conch Republic.  Although this behavior indicates that the entire 

ceremony was little more than an elaborate joke to draw attention to the plight of the 

Florida Keys, the declaration's content paints a very different picture.

Several phrases in the Conch declaration of secession display the sense of 

collective identity of the people of Key West and their sense of oppression.  In the 

4 Associated Press, “Key West 'seceding' from U.S. Today.” Rome News-Tribune, April 23, 1982, sec. A, 
p. 2.

5  Peter Anderson, “The Beginning,” http://www.conchrepublic.com/the_beginning.htm.
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statement, “we call upon the people of the Florida Keys to join us or not,” the declaration 

acknowledges that the people of the Keys outside of Key West do not share Conch 

identity in the typical sense, though they are affected by the same problem in this instance 

and are therefore allowed the option of joining in the protest.  The declaration continues 

to assert Conch identity through a sort of creation myth.  This myth describes the largest 

group of early Key West settlers, the original Bahamian Conchs (to which many modern 

Conchs still trace their ancestry), as a group of Englishmen who “hoisted flags with the 

tough, hard conch shellfish indicating they'd rather eat conch than pay the King's taxes 

and live under his tyranny.”  The conch, although tasty and nutritious, is difficult to 

prepare: the flesh of the conch is stubborn and it clings to the inside of its shell, which is 

tough and difficult to break.  The slogan is thus an early affirmation both of the difficulty 

of Conch life and of the importance of living that life if it is the only way to stand up for 

a belief.  Throughout the declaration, this sense of living with hardship in the search for 

justice against a tyrannical regime is maintained with statements such as “We as a people, 

may have suffered in the past, but we have no intention of suffering in the future at the 

hands of fools and bureaucrats” and “We're not a fearful people.  We're not a group to 

cringe and whimper when Washington cracks the whip with contempt and unconcern. 

We're Conchs, and we've had enough.”  Using these tough words to explain the common 

identity of the citizens of the Conch Republic, the declaration asserts the necessity of its 

actions: “We're happy to secede today with some humor.  But there is some anger, too. 

Big trouble has started in smaller places than this."6  The wording of the document 

6 Ibid.
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ultimately serves to demonstrate a unified Conch identity based on resistance to unjust 

authority, resilience in the face of difficult situations, and the location of Key West.7

Following the recitation of the declaration of secession by the now-Prime Minister 

Wardlow, a brief “civil war” involving a Cuban bread battle with several members of the 

naval station on the island ensued.  Cuban bread was used because of its value as a 

sufficiently pacifistic weapon.   Cuban bread carried the added benefit of representing the 

island's large Cuban population and its close ties with Cuba throughout its history.   After 

the foray, the Prime Minister surrendered to the Chief Officer of the naval station, 

demanding $1 billion to rebuild their country.  Though the United States government 

never paid these reparations or directly acknowledged the sovereignty of the Conch 

Republic, the media attention generated by the event was sufficient to result in the 

immediate removal of the roadblock.8

Without the roadblock, the immediate impetus for the Conch Republic was 

removed, but the micro-nation continued to exist.  Modern citizens of the Conch 

Republic claim to hold a dual citizenship, combining their Conch identity with American 

citizenship.  The Conch Republic issues passports, maintains a small government, holds 

yearly independence celebrations, holds embassies overseas, and has had citizens and 

diplomats received by Mexico, Sweden, Russia, France, Spain, Ireland, and Germany, 

and thirteen Caribbean countries.9  The Conch Republic has also been mobilized for 

various purposes such as fund raising, tourist attraction, and political protest against a 

disinterested Federal Government.

7 The entire declaration of secession is available in Appendix A5
8 Anderson.
9   Peter Anderson, “A Brief History of the Conch Republic,” http://www.conchrepublic.com/history.htm.
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The Preservation of the Western Union
The first post-secession occasion for the people of Key West to utilize the banner 

of the Conch Republic was in February of 1984.  Constructed in the 1930s, the Western 

Union was the last tall ship built in Key West and the official flagship of the Conch 

Republic.  The vessel's owners had taken out a loan from the Small Business 

Administration in order to restore the ship to its original form and use it as a tourist 

attraction.  The owners had fallen behind in repayment of the loan and were in danger of 

losing the ship.  The historical value of the ship and its economic value as a potential 

tourist attraction drew the attention of many Key Westers to the cause of its preservation. 

The Mayor of Key West (and Prime Minister of the Conch Republic) went to Tallahassee 

to declare a state of war to the governor until the ships financial issues were sorted out, 

either through private donations or an extension of the loan by the SBA.  The war was 

carried out by the crew of the Western Union along with other Conchs interested in 

preserving the ship, including Monroe County Mayor, Wilhelmina Harvey.10  The Conch 

“soldiers” stormed Key West's Ft. Zachary Taylor by sea and land, raising the Conch 

Republic flag over the island, and taking one prisoner: the fort's park ranger.  The ranger 

was of course quickly set free, but the entire event attempted to gain a high level of 

exposure to spread awareness of the attempt to save the ship, thereby soliciting donations. 

 Many bystanders gave small donations to help out and the event was ultimately 

successful in that enough money was raised to keep the ship from being repossessed.11

10   Patty Shillington, “Conch Republic Goes to 'War' to Keep Ship,” The Miami Herald, Feburay 8, 1984, 
sec. D, p.16.

11   Patty Shillington, “Conch Republic Muscles In On Fort,” The Miami Herald, Feburary 9, 1984, sec. B, 
pg. 1.
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The Conch Republic Protests Offshore Drilling
The Conch Republic attempted to take its place among the nations by applying for 

membership in the United Nations in 1987.  Later that year, the Conch Republic was used 

in protest against perceived abuse at the hands of the Federal Government once again in a 

controversy over offshore oil drilling.  Conchs were worried that a plan to lease the area 

to oil companies for exploration and the eventual building of  offshore oil rigs could lead 

to an oil spill resulting in massive environmental devastation.  Because of the area's status 

as North America's only living coral reef and Key West's dependence on that status for 

virtually all of its industries, this was a threat the Conchs were unified in standing up 

against.  Despite the fact that Key West's population is far smaller than many of the other 

cities that hosted hearings,  the first local hearing in Key West produced more people than 

any similar hearings held in any city in Florida.12   When the plan went ahead despite 

their vocal opposition, a group of local environmentalists mailed hundreds of coconuts to 

President Regan, Secretary of the Interior Hodel (who came up with the plan for oil 

exploration), and members of Congress to present a more direct statement of the desire to 

maintain their natural resources.  Each coconut featured a painting of a Conch Republic 

ship firing coconuts at an oil platform and a message: "Our coral reef: is the only one in 

U.S. waters, took centuries to form, protects our island chain, provides an abundance of 

sea food, provides recreational fishing and diving, is a delicate and unique resource, do 

not risk it."13   When the President's Outer Continental Shelf Leasing and Development 

Task Force visited the island to take testimony the entire island staged a massive protest, 

12 Jennie Hess, “Key West fighting to prevent drilling for oil off coast,” The Atlanta Journal and The 
Atlanta Constitution, May 24, 1987, sec. A, pg. 31.

13  Mark Robichaux, “Group Says Nuts to Oil Leasing in Gulf,” The Miami Herald, October 10, 1987, sec 
D, pg. 1.
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simulating the effects an oil spill would have on the town.  The island's residents covered 

everything with black, dressed in black, and closed most of the island's shops and 

residencies.  The task force left the island amid assurances that they would bring a "no 

drill, no spill" message back to Washington.14  

The Summit of the Americas
The Summit of the Americas, hosted in Miami by the United States Department of 

State in 1995, provided a new opportunity for the Conch Republic to attempt to present 

themselves to the world.  To avoid giving preference to any particular nation, the State 

Department had not reserved the Royal Suite at the Summit's Hotel Intercontinental. 

 Though they were denied the right to actually attend any of the summit meetings, the 

State Department allowed the Conch Republic to occupy the Royal Suite during the 

summit.  In order to raise enough money to send a delegation and rent the Royal Suite, 

the Conch Republic sought sponsors from Key West.  The sponsors included a local 

treasure museum, three bars, one restaurant, the Key West Shirt Factory, a jewelry Store, 

an audio-video store, and a marine hardware store.  With the exception of the audio-video 

store and the marine hardware store all of these sponsors stood to gain from any kind of 

press attention that could draw tourists to Key West.  The delegation accomplished that 

feat, playing host not only to delegates from around the Americas, but also news crews 

from around the world.  The delegates points of emphasis were primarily on their mission 

of spreading "good humor and respect", reef relief, and the treasures discovered off the 

coast of Key West and on display in the Marine Heritage Museum.15

14 Marty Klinkenberg, “Keys Air Anti-oil Message Black Friday Protest Greets Bush Panel,” Sun-Sentinel, 
June 17, 1989, sec. A., p. 1.

15  Peter Anderson, “Report to the Nation: Summit of the Americas” 
http://www.conchrepublic.com/summit.htm.
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The “Invasion” of '95
    The symbolism of the Conch Republic is not only employed to draw attention to Key 

West for political and touristic purposes, it is also occasionally employed just for the sake 

of flouting uniqueness and for the defense of its own existence.  This was the case when 

the 478th Civil Affairs Battalion "invaded" Key West in September of 1995.  Upon finding 

out that the battalion would be conducting training exercises in Key West, locals prepared 

an opposition to the invasion and sent a list of demands to government officials from the 

President to the Major in charge of the 478th's training exercise.  The demands of the 

Conch Republic were primarily focused on the 478th officially asking permission before 

entering the Conch Republic.  These demands were met, the 478th  submitted a document 

to the Conch Republic stating that they had never meant to "challenge or impugn the 

sovereignty of the Conch Republic". This letter also gave the first official recognition by 

a federal agency that the Conch Republic held any degree of sovereignty.  When the 478th 

came to Key West to conduct their exercises they were met with two hundred locals along 

with the Admiral of the Conch Republic Navy, Wilhelmina Harvey, who received an 

official request for permission to enter Key West from the 478th, and acquiesced.16

The Federal Government Shutdown
After receiving the first acknowledgment of Conch existence and sovereignty 

from an agent of the Federal Government, the Conch Republic moved on to more 

pressing issues.  One of the Conch Republic's most direct encounters with the Federal 

Government came in November 1995, during the first Federal Government shutdown. 

Key West tour operators lost an estimated $30,000 per day in revenue due to the closure 
16  Peter Anderson, “Report to the Nation: The Great Invasion of 1995,” 
http://www.conchrepublic.com/invade95.htm . 
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of Fort Jefferson, the federally run national park in the Dry Tortugas which draws a large 

number of tourists to Key West as a way point.17   The Federal Government's second 

closing in December of 1995 and the further losses suffered by Key West's businesses 

prompted the Conch Republic under the control of Secretary General Peter Anderson to 

protest a vacant Federal Government and attempt to bring direct relief to local businesses. 

 The Smithsonian Museum in Washington D.C. had reopened a number of its exhibits 

with private donations and citizen contributions were paying to keep the faces of Mt. 

Rushmore illuminated.  The city of Philadelphia reached an agreement with the 

Department of the Interior that allowed the city to pay to keep the Liberty Bell, Congress 

Hall, and Independence Hall open for tourists.18   Inspired by these ideas, the Conch 

Republic was quickly able to come up with the $1,600 dollars per day that the park 

required to operate.   Local businesses who needed the park open for its tourist draw 

contributed these funds to the Conch government.  Initial attempts at presenting the 

money to the Park Service failed and the emissaries of the Conch Republic were told that 

there were no mechanisms in place for the Park Service to enter into negotiations with 

anyone other than the State of Florida to open the park.19

Negotiations with the State of Florida were also fruitless.  A large scale invasion 

to draw publicity to the island was planned, but when it became apparent that there could 

be severe legal implications to such an invasion this was also scrapped.  Ultimately it was 

determined that the best way to fight the issue was in court.  In order to create a case, 

17  Peter Anderson, “Report to the Nation: U.S. Shuts Down – Conch Republic Open,” 
http://www.conchrepublic.com/shutdown.htm . 
18  News Services, “Fighting Back With Light, Money and Stale Bread,” Washington Post, December 30, 
1995, sec. A, pg. 3.
19  Anderson, “Report to the Nation: U.S. Shuts Down – Conch Republic Open”.
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Peter Anderson, flew to the fort in a seaplane with a check to reopen it, only to be 

ticketed by local officials for entering a closed federal facility.  The Conch Republic had 

already formed a legal team to fight the case in court and attempt to get the property 

reopened, but the budget crisis was defused before it reached court and the case was 

dropped.20  

The Annexation of the 7 Mile Bridge
In addition to protesting specific actions of the Federal Government, the Conch 

Republic has also been used to draw attention to longstanding government policies.  The 

most recent use of the Conch Republic as a tool for political expression was in 2006 in 

protest against what was seen as the unfair enforcement of the United States' wet-

foot/dry-foot policy for Cuban immigrants.21  On January 9, 2006 a group of 15 Cuban 

immigrants landed on a section of the old Seven Mile Bridge that had been disconnected 

from the islands it had previously bridged.  Typically, Cuban immigrants who reach dry 

land are allowed to remain in the United States, but because the section of bridge was 

disconnected, the immigrants were repatriated to Cuba.  Many Cuban-Americans viewed 

this as tremendously unfair to the immigrants.  Due to its large Cuban population, Key 

West has typically been a leading voice for Cuban immigration rights.  In this instance, 

representatives of the Conch Republic reasoned that if landing on the disconnected bridge 

section did not constitute reaching US soil under the wet-foot/dry-foot policy then the 

United States must be renouncing any claim to the bridge.  Peter Anderson sent letters to 

20  Knight-Ridder Newspapers, “Conch Republic Chief Gets Ticket,” Watertown Daily Times, January 3, 
1996, sec. National News, pg. 2.
21 Wet foot/Dry foot is the United States government's policy towards Cuban citizens attempting to 

immigrate to the United States.  If they manage to reach dry land, they are allowed to remain in the 
country.  If they are intercepted at sea by the Coast Guard or the Navy, they are sent back to Cuba.  The 
policy has drawn widespread criticism, even when properly enforced.
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state and federal officials and the World Court in The Hague, Netherlands protesting the 

decision to repatriate the immigrants and describing the Conch Republic plan to annex 

the bridge if the United States no longer claimed any right to it.22

On January 13th, Anderson along with a local talk show radio host and other 

citizens sailed to the abandoned stretch of bridge, staked two Conch Republic flags, and 

proclaimed the bridge a part of the Conch Republic that would not be shared with the 

United States.  Anderson noted that the occasion was particularly historic as it would be 

the first section of land in the Conch Republic that would be entirely independent of the 

United States.  Anderson also announced that the section of bridgework would be used to 

build low-cost environmentally friendly housing in reference to the skyrocketing cost of 

living in the Keys and the environmental impact of continued construction.23   The protest 

was valuable for drawing public attention to the issue of the repatriated Cubans while 

also forcing the government to admit ownership of the bridge.  The day after the bridge 

was annexed, Russel Schweiss, a spokesman for the Governor of Florida informed the 

Conch Republic that "the bridge belongs to all the people of Florida, and we're not 

currently in negotiations to sell it.24   Two months later a federal judge ruled that the 

immigrants should not have been repatriated.25

The citizens of Key West used these political protests to identify with each other 

and display  their independent Conch identity on a global scale through the banner of the 

Conch Republic.        Conch identity as defined by the declaration of secession is largely 

22 Adam Karlin, “Faux force 'seizes' disconnected span,” The Key West Citizen, January 14, 2006.
23   Jessica Machetta, “Republic stakes claim – Crumbling bridge now a future housing site?,” Florida 

Keys Keynoter, January 13, 2006.
24  Karlin.
25  Vanessa Blum and Madeline Baro Diaz, “Judge says U.S. Shouldn't have repatriated 15 Cubans,” South 

Florida Sun-Sentinel, February 28, 2006. 
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related to living with the region's unique environment, embracing a diverse population, 

and dealing with an unresponsive Federal Government.  The various protests staged 

under the banner of the Conch Republic have exemplified all aspects of this identity 

while also seeking to defend the island's history while drawing tourists to the island. 
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Chapter 2

The Development of Conch Identity

The Military Founding of Key West
The historical grounding for the modern Conch identity dates back to Key West's 

founding as an American town in the nineteenth century.  The first families to 

permanently settle Key West arrived in 1819, mostly from South Carolina, Virginia, New 

York, Connecticut and St. Augustine.  The United States Navy reinforced the settlement 

in 1822 in order to assert the United States' control over the island, ensuring that the 

island was recognized as part of Spain's transfer of Florida to the United States.  Due to 

ambiguous terms in the treaty Spain held a different opinion and their presence in Cuba, 

ninety miles away, meant that without a permanent settlement the island could have 

quickly found its way into Spanish hands.  A small naval base was created with the 

intention of stopping piracy in the region and demonstrating the United State's claim to 

the island.  A number of American citizens relocated to the island in order to support the 

base.26

Economies of Key West

The different periods of Key West's history are best defined by the dominant 

economy of the island.  Each industry on the island has undergone a cycle in which it 

rises to prominence and brings economic well-being to the people of Key West before 

26 Jefferson B. Browne, Key West: The Old and the New (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1973), 
9.
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stagnating and returning the city to economic ruin.  Out of the ashes of the previous 

economy, the people of the island find a new industry to support themselves.  These 

cycles are frequently punctuated by periods of heightened military activity that also 

support a large portion of the island's population before the military leaves the island and 

its population to fend for itself again.

Wrecking (1819-1860)

Key West's first major economic boom came from the business of wrecking.  The 

coral reefs around Key West made the passage through the Straits of Florida challenging 

in the best weather,  for the most experienced sailors.  When the weather turned foul, as it 

often did, it was all too easy for a ship to be washed upon the reefs.  Typically, this would 

incur irreparable damage upon the ship and send it to the bottom of the ocean with its 

crew and cargo.27  Virtually all vessels traveling to or from the Gulf of Mexico passed 

through the Straits of Florida, ensuring that there would always be a steady flow of ships 

running aground off the coast of Key West.  The wrecking economy was built around 

saving the ships that ran aground on the reefs.  When the ships couldn't be saved, 

wreckers would save the crew and as much of the cargo as possible.  Wreckers then 

brought whatever they had salvaged back to port to negotiate either a fee or a share of the 

cargo to compensate them for their work.28 

Prior to the settlement of Key West, Cubans and Bahamians monitored the waters 

off Key West, hauling anything they recovered back to Nassau or the Bahamas.  Many 

27 Louise V. White and Nora K. Smiley, History of Key West (St. Petersburg: Great Outdoors Publishing 
Co., 1959), 22-23.

28 Albert W. Diddle, “Adjudication of Shipwrecking Claims at Key West in 1831,” Tequesta 5 (1946): 44.
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Bahamian wreckers were drawn to Key West by its proximity to the wrecks.  Using the 

island as a base of operation increased the likelihood of reaching a wreck first, though it 

meant coping with Key West's lower prices for salvaged goods.  It also meant coping 

with Key West's government under martial law.  From its founding until 1824, the naval 

commanders at Key West treated the entire island as a military base, keeping the 

inhabitants under martial law.  This harsh rule provided a constant annoyance to the 

island's wreckers.  In 1824 a spite over wrecking rights between the wreckers ans the 

island's military leaders brought this issue to a head.  By this time the Navy had 

completed its goal of clearing the region of pirates and saw little reason to stay, so they 

departed the region for Pensacola, leaving the wreckers to inherit the island.29

Wreckers out of Key West already were granted an even greater advantage over 

Cuban and Bahamian wreckers in 1825, when the United States Congress passed a law to 

force wreckers to bring any property recovered in American waters to an American port 

of entry, such as the one at Key West.30  In 1847, the practice of wrecking was further 

refined when the local district court began licensing wreckers based on the condition of 

their ship and their reputation.31  Many Bahamians were wreckers by trade and never 

learned another profession so, rather than giving up wrecking, they chose to permanently 

resettle in Key West.  These Bahamian immigrants represented Key West's first major 

population influx, bringing the island's population to 368 in 1831.32 

29 Maureen Ogle, Key West: History of an Island of Dreams (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 
2003), 21.

30  Consuelo E. Stebbins, City of Intrigue, Nest of Revolution (Tallahassee: University Press of Florida, 
2007), 10. 
31 Browne, 163.
32 Stan Windorn and Wright Langley, Yesterday's Key West0 (Miami: E.A. Semann Publishing, Inc., 

1975), 13.
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In addition to altering the population of the island, wrecking also affected the 

population's behavior and social dynamics.  From the earliest permanent settlement on 

the island well into the 1860s, virtually all of the male population of Key West was 

involved in wrecking in some manner.  Most citizens did not wreck full time, but 

performed some secondary job in addition to wrecking.  When a wreck was sighted 

offshore, the entire community would race to the boats to get to the wreck.33  The first 

boat to arrive at the wreck and receive the captain's permission to recover the ship would 

be in charge of coordinating all other vessels during the rescue effort, and as such would 

typically receive a greater share of the cargo recovered. Competition between the ships to 

arrive first was fierce, but once a captain made his decision, all the other ships were 

forced to fall in behind the selected leader to attempt to save the cargo before it was 

damaged too badly.34 The result was a population that was forced not only to work 

together frequently, but also to acknowledge different leaders in rapid succession.  This 

system made the exclusion of any particular group or person remarkably difficult, adding 

to the strength of the community and the speed with which newcomers were acclimated.

Sponging (1850-1930)

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, the Federal Government 

erected a series of lighthouses across the Florida Keys to aid in navigation through the 

Straits of Florida.35  A lighthouse began operation on Key West itself in 1848.  While the 

lighthouses were being erected railroads and steamships were quickly replacing 

conventional sailing crafts, resulting in far fewer wrecks.  Even though wrecking 

33  See Appendix A1 for a Conch tale, describing Key West during the peak of the wrecking economy.
34  Stebbins, 8. 
35 Browne, 167.
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remained a viable industry for some well into the early twentieth century, it ceased to be 

enough to support the entire island's population.36  Fortunately, a new industry was 

quickly discovered.

During the nineteenth century the demand for sponges rose faster than 

Mediterranean and Bahamian suppliers could keep up with.  The newly discovered 

economic viability of sponges off the coast of Key West sent the island's population into 

the sea to retrieve the valuable invertebrates.  Most of the spongers had formerly relied on 

wrecking to support their families but found that they needed a new career to make ends 

meet.  As more of the island's population was forced into sponging, the sponges closest to 

the island were exhausted forcing spongers to go farther and farther from the island to 

continue to bring in a decent catch.  At the industries peak 1,200 men were employed in 

one hundred and forty ships, brining in over $750,000 worth of sponge a year.  By the 

time of the industries peak, all the sponge near shore had been fished out and most 

spongers operated in about 20 feet of water.37  Most sponging vessels carried a small crew 

of spongers and a cook to allow them to stay at sea for several days.  The vessels would 

find a promising location, drop anchor, and deploy smaller boats with two men to each 

boat.  One man would scull the boat while the other used a glass bottom bucket to search 

for sponges on the bottom, capturing them with a long hook.38

Cigar Manufacture (1868 - 1890)
Like wrecking, sponging did not die out entirely, but gradually ceased to support 

36 Ogle, 49.
37 Browne, 109.
38 Ibid, 109.
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the island's population.  Once again as the island's residents began to question how to 

support themselves, a new industry bloomed.  The earliest cigar factory was erected in 

Key West in 1831, but throughout the early nineteenth century, the industry remained 

small, employing only seventy-five workmen.39  The outbreak of civil war in Cuba in 

1868 along with increased import taxes on Cuban cigars created an ideal situation for 

cigar manufacture in Key West.  Cigar manufacturers purchased plantations in Cuba and 

factories in Key West, allowing them to create authentic Cuban cigars without paying 

import tariffs or worrying about the destruction of their factories by revolutionaries or the 

Spanish government.  Key West's climate was similar enough to Havana's that cigar 

connoisseurs couldn't differentiate between a Key West cigar and its Havana equivalent. 

The only missing ingredient was a group of skilled Cubans to actually roll the cigars. 

This requirement was quickly filled as thousands of Cubans flocked to the island due to 

turmoil in Cuba and the prospect of safety and secure jobs in Key West.

Nearly one hundred factories were in operation in the early 1880s, employing 

over two thousand workers who produced 42 million cigars each year.40  By the 1890s, a 

third of Key West's population of eighteen thousand was Cuban.  The immigrants settled 

on the island, building homes, shops, and cafés to emulate Cuba.  This influx of 

population transformed the island replacing most of the remaining wilderness on the 

island with new homes and factories.  Cigar money also paid for the cities first open air 

streetcars, electric lighting, and a well organized fire department.41  

39 Ibid, 125.
40 Ogle, 85.
41 Ibid, 87.
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The Spanish American War (1898)
At the end of the nineteenth century, a series of labor disputes frustrated the 

owners of Key West's cigar factories.  A massive fire on April 1st, 1886 destroyed a large 

portion of the island including eleven cigar factories.  Many factory owners took this as 

the final straw and closed up shop on the island heading for Tampa where the labor was 

more reliable and their property would be safer.42  Others left the island for Tampa in 

1894 following another major labor dispute.  The several factories that remained in Key 

West saw their business increase as American cigar consumers found Tampa cigars 

inferior to those produced in Key West.  This realization was a slow one and it wasn't 

until 1911 that Key West reattained its cigar output of 1894.43  The economic difficulties 

brought on by the closing factories were partially offset by the Spanish-American War. 

The war drew a large number of military personnel to the island, rekindling the island's 

support industry.  Shortly after the war's end, a physician's misdiagnoses of dengue fever 

as yellow fever caused virtually everyone who had been drawn to the island by the war to 

evacuate.44  After the evacuation, the residents of Key West began to realize that cigars, 

wrecking, and sponging could no longer sustain them.  The cycle created by the boom 

economy during the war followed by a major bust as the island emptied was the first in a 

pattern that would define the military presence on Key West throughout the twentieth 

century.  Residents began to learn that the conversion of their island to a military base 

had massive short term payoff, but left the island in a considerably worse state than it had 

been in at the start of the war.

42 Ibid, 98.
43 Browne, 128.
44 Ogle, 109.
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The Rise of Tourism (1905 - 1928)
Key West had considered the notion of transforming itself into a tourist 

destination from the time of it's founding, but the recession following the Spanish-

American War put an urgency behind this line of thought.  The expansion of the Florida 

East Coast Railway further encouraged these ideas.  Henry Flagler first announced his 

plans to extend the Florida East Coast Railway to Key West in 1905.  The Overseas 

Railroad reached Key West for the first time in 1912.45  The railroad was regarded as a 

godsend by the citizens of Key West who felt that it would usher in an era of prosperity 

for the island and an intellectual renaissance.  Jefferson Browne commemorated the 

occasion with a history of Key West titled Key West, The Old and The New.  In his 

description of the railroad, Browne alternately marvels at the feat of its construction as 

well as the tremendous changes he envisions for the island.

“...the magnificent genius and Roman courage of Henry M. Flagler, who in building 
this road has made use of a construction rivaling that of the aqueducts of ancient 
Rome, which will last long after the accretions of centuries shall have filled the space 
between the islands, and in the aeons to come, the archaeologist will marvel as he 
uncovers these remains of a vanished and forgotten civilization.”46

The primary result of the railroad's expansion was increased communication and 

trade with the mainland, but the presence of the railroad also served to increase contact 

with the Latin American world.  The opening ceremony for the railroad is particularly 

telling in this regard. Attendees included the Assistant Secretary of War (as would be 

expected considering the continuing military presence on the island) as well as 

representatives of the governments of Cuba, Guatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 

Ecuador, Mexico, Uruguay, the Dominican Republic, Portugal and Italy.  The 

45 Ibid, 115.
46 Browne, 194-196.
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international diplomats were present because the railroad allowed for them to ship 

products directly into Key West rather than making extended journeys to other ports in 

the United States, shortening the time it took them to deliver their products.47  Although 

the railroad increased Key West's interaction with the mainland, it also increased their 

interaction with the Caribbean world and gave the island a new role as a sort of 

middleman between the two.  

Key Westers realized that despite the increased flow of people through the island, 

few were staying on the island for more than a day, instead using the island as a stopover 

on the way to other locations in the Caribbean.48  Throughout the early nineteenth 

century, Key West's newspapers filled their pages with discussions of the renovations that 

would be necessary to turn their town into a respectable tourist destination.  The papers 

called for the construction of new hotels and the elimination of many of the cities vices. 

Newspapers were most concerned with the prostitution, gambling, and alcohol 

consumption that had become rampant on the island, but they failed to eliminate these 

“problems”, most likely because they were actually the island's primary tourist draw.49  

World War I's impact on the island was similar to that of the Spanish-American 

war, bringing prosperity that lasted only as long as the war.50  In an attempt to escape the 

island's post-war depression, Key Westers devoted their island's funds to the development 

of a highway to stretch from Key West to the mainland, paved sidewalks throughout the 

island, and constructed a municipal golf course on nearby Stock Island.  Local investors 

built a new hotel, the La Concha, in 1925.  At six stories high, the La Concha was by far 

47  Christopher Cox, A Key West Companion (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983), 117.
48  Ibid., 124. 
49 Ogle, 119.
50 Ibid., 128.
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the tallest building on the island.  All of these improvements helped to increase the 

island's tourist draw, but most of the island's visitors were more attracted to the ready 

supply of alcohol on the island.  Rum runners making the trip to Cuba and the Bahamas 

ensured that Key West had some of the best illegal alcohol available in the United States. 

The lack of a prohibition agent on the island and the Coast Guards relocation to St. 

Petersburg also increased the flow of alcohol into the island.51

The Great Depression (1928 - 1944)
Although the railroads brought a period of economic prosperity to the island, the 

people of Key West were reminded of the cyclical nature of the island's economy during 

the Great Depression when their economy was almost entirely obliterated.  Beginning in 

1928, each of the island's major sources of income encountered some problem that 

resulted in its destruction.  Labor strikes and factory fires caused cigar manufacturers to 

close shop in Key West and move to Tampa.52 At the same time, the Navy closed its 

station in Key West, leaving the island virtually empty of sailors who had previously 

relied on local businesses for nightly food and entertainment.  Between 1932 and 1935 

only seventeen military personnel remained on the island in order to man a naval radio 

post.  The only military-related economic stimulus came from the residents hired to 

maintain unused military instillations on the island for a paltry $40 a month.53 Freight 

through Key West also slowed as demand in the rest of the world decreased.  The 

Overseas Highway, which Key Westers hoped would greatly increase the number of 

visitors to the island, was far less successful than many had predicted and Key West was 

51 Ibid., 136.
52  White, 74-75. 
53 Windhorn, 15. 
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left to figure out how to repay the loans it had taken out to build the road.54  Perhaps most 

devastating was the destruction of the sponge industry by disease and competition. 

Overall, the effects of the Great Depression on Key West were tremendous.  At the worst 

point, roughly eighty percent of the population of Key West was on unemployment and 

the city itself was over $5,000,000 in debt.55 

The solution that eventually developed was a dramatic re-envisioning of the island 

as a tourist destination.  In 1933 the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Civil 

Works Administration hired out nearly one thousand workers for road repairs, the 

construction of a new open-air aquarium, and the refurbishment of the city's golf course, 

city hall, courthouse, and docks.  This federal support turned out to be short lived as the 

CWA was forced to cut its staff to 400 workers in January 1934 before the CWA was 

scrapped entirely in March.56  Finally, in July 1934, Key West pronounced itself insolvent 

and signed itself over to the governor of Florida.  The governor declared the city to be in 

a “state of emergency” (largely as a publicity stunt) and turned it over to a FERA agent 

by the name of Julius Stone for rehabilitation.  Stone was responsible for the plan to save 

the island through the creation of a tourist economy, but with no money to complete the 

task, he relied on volunteer efforts from Key West citizens.  Roughly four thousand of the 

island's unemployed pledged to donate their time to rehabilitating the city and 

transforming it into a tourist destination.57  Volunteers cleaned the island's beaches, 

constructed cabanas, created parks about the island, and ran a visitor greeting house.  To 

54 Ogle, 143
55 Garry Boulard, “State of Emergency: Key West in the Great Depression,” The Florida Historical  

Quarterly 67 no. 2, (1988): 166.
56 Ogle, 154-155.
57 Boulard, 172.
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ensure that visitors to the island would be able to find a guest house to live in, FERA 

created a program in which home owners could trade their labor for equipment with 

which to repair their homes.  The Federal Government sent artists to Key West to help 

repaint the island and give it a more inviting look while teaching unemployed Conchs to 

craft tropical items into tourist products.  Spongers and fishermen were quick to adapt, 

applying their skills with ropes into making unique netted belts to be sold.  Other goods 

were also made from items such as coconuts or palm fronds.58  In 1935, just as it was 

beginning to recover from the depression on income from tourism, the Florida Keys were 

hit with a great hurricane, which plunged Key West into even harder times.

The Hurricane of 1935 destroyed the Overseas Railroad, temporarily removing 

Key West's landline to the United States and its tourist flow.  The Federal Government 

purchased much of the railroad's right of way to complete construction on the Overseas 

Highway which had relied on ferries to move cars for much of its duration.  The explicit 

purpose of the highway was to allow the government easier access to the military bases in 

the Keys, but it also served as a lifeline for Key West.  The highway was finished in 1938 

and by the early 1950s tens of thousands of cars took the Overseas Highway to Key 

West.59  At its peak in 1934-35, Key West had only received 8,000 guests by a 

combination of plane, railroad, and ferry.60   The highway thus began to pull Key West 

out of its depression, but the economic revival was interrupted by World War II.

The Tourist Economy
WWII was emblematic of the relationship between Key West and the Federal 

58 Cox, 148. 
59 Ogle, 205.
60 Ibid, 176.
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Government.  The military return to Key West meant that everyone would be 

reemployed, the bars would remain full, and the shops would have a steady supply of 

customers.  On the other hand, the Conchs were well aware that military presence in Key 

West never lasted past the close of a war.  They also knew that they'd be left to fend for 

themselves before long.  Several crash programs were undertaken just before the war to 

renovate the island's bases, providing the first wave of employment.  The 15,000 enlisted 

men that were eventually stationed in Key West meant that there was a lively market for 

entertainment of all sorts.61  As the war wound down, the government began reducing the 

forces on the naval base once again and it became apparent that Key West would have to 

return to the tourist industry that had just began to support it before the war.62

The Navy scaled back its presence more slowly than anyone had expected.  The 

Cuban Missile Crisis was partially responsible for this as it demonstrated the need to 

maintain a presence in the Caribbean.  As time went on, no threat seemed forthcoming. 

The Navy began scaling back its operations more rapidly and the base closed entirely in 

1974.63  Although the fishing industry maintained a presence on the island, it was not 

adequate to support the entire population, leaving only tourism as a viable option.

Gay businesspeople spearheaded the transformation of Key West to a tourist 

economy.  Key West had housed a large gay population since the Great Depression, but 

prior to the 1970s they had not stood apart from the community, being commonly 

accepted anywhere in town.64  They began to establish a unique presence for themselves 

within the community by actively seeking to preserve the island's character and history 

61 Windhorn, 130. 
62 Cox, 170. 
63 “Naval Station Key West Is No More,” Key West Citizen, March, 31, 1974, sec. A, p. 1.
64 Cox, 170. 
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through the renovation and preservation of historic buildings while using this character 

and history as a marketing tool to attract tourists to the island.  The Key West Business 

Guild was established in 1978 for the purpose of unifying gay businesspeople and 

helping to better fund restoration and preservation projects.  Key West's Historic 

Preservation Society has estimated that roughly seventy percent of the restoration done in 

the late 1970s was done by gay people.65 

Conch Ethnicities

Bahamian Conchs
The earliest source of Conch identity under that name does not come from the 

Florida Keys, but from the Bahamas.  The earliest Conchs were, as the Conch Republic's 

Declaration of Secession indicates, Englishmen who were displeased with the rule of the 

king.  Under the name “The Eleutherian Adventurers”, they settled in the Bahamas to 

enjoy greater religious freedom, much like Puritan settlers in the North American 

colonies.  The next group of Englishmen to settle in the Bahamas arrived for considerably 

different reasons than those claimed in the Declaration of Secession.  They were 

primarily British loyalists who fled the American colonies to avoid fighting against their 

mother country during the American Revolution.66  So, unlike the creation myth, they did 

not “choose to eat conch rather than support an unjust King” but rather, as a common 

slogan of the time stated, they “would rather eat conch than go to war [against the King].” 

Key West's similarity to the Bahamas made it an ideal location for Conch settlement and 

65  Cox, 183. 
66 White, 26. 
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by the early twentieth century, ninety percent of the island's English speaking population 

could trace their ancestry to the Bahamas.67

Freed Slaves
Among the ships traversing the waters off Key West during the wrecking days 

there were a number of slavers offloading their cargo illegally in both the United States 

and Cuba. Wreckers typically found the ships abandoned along the reefs but occasionally 

the Navy would actually pursue ships suspected of slaving and bring them into port. 

Conch officials were strongly anti-slavery to the point of threatening to ignore the state 

legislature and appeal directly to Washington D.C. for the sake of obtaining legal freedom 

for the slaves who came into their port, either as runaways or on slave ships.68 

In the case of two slave ships that were captured in the early years of the Civil 

War, all of the slaves were offloaded into a barracks constructed specifically for the 

occasion by local Conchs.  The conditions on the ship had caused blindness and sickness 

in many of the slaves.  The first to die of sickness was a small child and according to a 

newspaper of the time most of the town turned up to see the burial of the child in a coffin 

provided by the people of Key West.  The people observed the ceremony and allowed for 

the slaves to perform their native ceremonies.  In addition to the barracks, the residents of 

Key West constructed a small temporary hospital to nurse the slaves back to health.  The 

hospital remained under federal control but hundreds of Conchs visited them daily 

bringing them gifts for their comfort and pleasure.69  Once the Navy had obtained 

67 Browne, 170.
68 Stebbins, 30. 
69 Browne, 17. 
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transportation the slaves were sent to Liberia.70 

Slaves who arrived on the island while fleeing from their masters in other 

countries were frequently freed if it was legally possible to do so.  These slaves were not 

returned to Liberia, but remained in Key West.71  A large portion of the island's free slave 

population came from the Bahamas where they had been freed by the English.  The free 

slaves on the island were largely accepted as a valuable part of the community as trained 

nurses, teachers, doctors, ministers, musicians, carpenters, storekeepers, seamstresses, 

tailors, and gardeners.72  Key Westers also appointed African Americans to public 

positions including several constables, a city tax assessor, a sheriff, and a representative 

in the Florida House. 73

Cubans
Throughout its early existence, Key West maintained a close relationship with 

Cuba.  The two were linked through trade and populations.  As early as the 1840s, Cuban 

revolutionaries were using Key West as a base of operations from which to congregate, 

stir dissent, and plan their overthrow of the Spanish government in Cuba.  With time they 

succeeded in mixing their culture and their opinions into Conch culture.  The Cuban 

population of the island exerted such a strong influence that by 1892 when Cuban 

revolutionary Jose Marti arrived on the island to organize support for a revolution, 

virtually all of the island's population, Cuban or not, turned out to support him. 

Supporting the burgeoning Cuban revolutionary party in Key West was economically 

70 Cox, 62. 
71 Stebbins, 31. 
72 Cox, 70. 
73 Ogle, 92.
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profitable for all of the residents of the island.  The filibustering expeditions from the 

island into Cuba in particular brought the island a steady flow of revenue.74

After the Spanish-American War, many Cubans chose to remain in Key West; 

either to continue their careers as cigar-makers or because they had spent their entire life 

in Key West and couldn't imagine a life in Cuba.75  The constant presence of Cubans on 

the island as traders meant that they were never looked upon as a race apart and when 

they began to settle more permanently they did not segregate themselves into particular 

parts of the island.  Instead, they spread themselves throughout town, intermarried, and 

blended their culture with that of Key West.76

Other Ethnicities

As a busy port town it is no surprise that Key West was frequently full of people 

of many different ethnicities and culture.  Many of those who found themselves on the 

island chose to remain there (a decision helped along by the fact that many people 

reached the island bankrupt after their vessel wrecked upon the reef).77  Thus the island 

developed a multi-ethnic population that one visitor in 1884 described as such:

And its population is as diverse as its structures.  Americans, Englishmen, 
Frenchmen, Germans, Spaniards, Cubans, Bahamians, Italians, and negroes make up 
its numbers, the majority being Cubans and Bahamians, or “Conchs,” as the English 
natives of the Bahamas are called.  Here may be seen every shade of complexion, from 
white to yellow, brown and black, cosmopolitan all, though each class seems to live in 
its own quarter of the town – as “birds of a feather” mostly congregate in specialized 
groups – where, after nightfall, they enjoy themselves, each class after its own fashion, 
singing, dancing, and even drinking it its own language.  Jack said he learned to drink 
beer in seven languages while there, which is a liqui-linguistic accomplishment that 

74 Browne, 123.
75 Ibid., 122. 
76 Windhorn, 20. 
77  Cox, 44. 
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few attain, and fewer enjoy.78

Over time, the island's different ethnic populations intermingled and intermarried, 

blending their cultures, ideas, and accents to create modern Key West.79

Assimilation of Outsiders
Before the value of the Business Guild's work was recognized, a series of 

incidents occurred in Key West that cast doubt on the character of the island.  On several 

occasions in 1979 there were incidents of reactionary violence by straight men against 

gay men.  The events were downplayed by the Business Guild, but they fit into a larger 

pattern of Conch assimilation of outsiders.80  At each point of assimilation there is 

something of a reaction from select members of the community against the new group. 

The behaviors are best exemplified as a protection of their community out of fear of 

change.  Once a group proves that they are making a valuable contribution to the island 

without risking some permanent change, they are accepted and their previous identity 

becomes largely irrelevant in the scope of the Conch identity.  This was true in the case of 

wreckers who proved that they could work with others, it was true with fishermen who 

proved that they would not take more than their share of the catch, and it was true with 

gay businesspeople who proved that they were genuinely attempting to help the island's 

economy and preserve its history and culture.  There are also cases throughout Conch 

history where the changes a group brings prove incompatible with the island and that 

group is rejected.  Greeks, who began to harvest sponges in Key West in the early 1900s 

using diving suits rather than by the traditional Conch method of hooking them with long 

78 John F. Reiger, “Sailing in South Florida Waters in the Early 1880s,” Tequesta 32 (1972): 63.
79 Appendix A3 contains a travelers perspective on the populace of the island and its customs.
80 Ogle, 236.
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poles from small boats, were one such rejected group.  The Conchs accused the Greeks of 

taking far more than their share and of trampling the sponge beds with their diving suits 

in the process.  As a reaction the Conchs cut their air hoses, stole their equipment, and 

burned their boats, forcing them out of Key West.81

The Conch community is not all inclusive.  A group needs to prove their value to 

the community and their respect for the way of life on the island.  However, aside from 

those requirements acceptance of Conch identity is not limited.  Throughout Key West's 

history the small size of the island, its distance from the outside world, its foreign 

influence, and its common experience have forced the island's inhabitants into a situation 

in which a common identity is expanded over all races and classes.  Originally, only 

English immigrants from the Bahamas to Key West were considered Conchs.  As time 

went on, the name began to apply to all of the inhabitants of the island as the culture of 

the island's inhabitants mixed and generated a new and unique identity.  At that point, the 

idea of a Conch was applied retroactively onto previous inhabitants of the island, 

regardless of if they considered themselves Conchs.  Saltwater Conchs were inhabitants 

whose family had been on the island for at least one generation, Freshwater Conchs had 

moved to the island at some point during their lifetime, but had become acclimated, a part 

of the culture.82  The ability to embrace different cultures in this way has allowed for an 

ethnically flexible identity.

81  Cox, 65.
82  Ibid., 11-12.
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Key West's Unique Challenges

Native American Raids
The earliest settlers not only encountered the usual difficulties of creating a 

settlement, but also the unique problems presented by Key West.  From 1836-1842, the 

Federal Government fought a war with the Seminole Indians on the mainland in order to 

force them to leave Florida and resettle west of the Mississippi.  Throughout the earliest 

years of Key West's existence the population felt that the Federal Government's strong 

actions against Native Americans in northern Florida would only serve to drive them 

south towards Key West.  This suspicion was partially confirmed in 1840 when 

Seminoles attacked Indian Key, killing many of the island's settlers.83  Indian Key had 

been one of the only other American settlements south of St. Augustine at this point so its 

destruction seemed to make Key West one of the last targets for the Seminoles as the 

military pushed them further south. 84  The paranoia ran so high among residents that a 

patrolman was appointed to circle the island each night on the lookout for invading 

Seminoles.  In one particular evening, the patrolman sent the entire island into a panic 

when he thought he heard a drum being beaten on the island.  The patrolman gathered 

several other men and searched about the island to find the source of the noise.  They first 

visited the Army barracks to inform them of the situation and inquire as to whether the 

only drum known to be on the island was in its place.  Then, they sought out the island's 

slaves to see if they had arranged the drum as a signal with the Native Americans. 

 Finally, they discovered that the source of the noise was a dog scratching its fleas on top 

83  William Adee Whitehead, “William Adee Whitehead's Reminiscences of Key West” Tequesta 25 (1965) 
, 21.

84 Ogle, 37.
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of a cistern.  When the men returned to their families they found them with their bags 

packed, prepared to flee the island.85

Distance From The Mainland
The island's weather cycle also made life difficult.  Outside of the rainy season, 

drought threatened the settlers.  All but the fortunate few who had access to the island's 

wells relied on cisterns to capture rainwater, due to the lack of natural surface fresh water 

on the island.86  These problems were magnified by the island's distance from the 

mainland.  The first regular mail ship to serve the island was not established until 1829. 

It only made monthly trips, and frequently behind schedule.87  The combination of 

hardship and lack of communication created a sort of frontier mindset in Key West.  This 

mindset constituted a large part of the base for the construction of Conch identity, 

persisting through time in the notion of Key West as distant and unique from the United 

States in that it has unique problems that are better solved by the people of Key West than 

the Federal Government.

Hurricanes
In many ways the hurricanes in Key West's history mirror the island's periods of 

boom and bust.  The storms have become a part of the island's continuing pattern of ups 

and downs, engraving themselves in the Conch definition of identity through hardship. 

By far the worst of these storms was the Labor Day Hurricane of 1935.  The residents had 

a brief warning to flee by plane if that option was available to them.  By that point the 

tradition of “hurricane party”, a sort of last-chance celebration the night before a 

85 Whitehead, 17.
86 Windhorn, 14. 
87 White, 20-21. 
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hurricane is expected to strike, had already become relatively common, and several were 

held the night before.  A train was expected to come from Miami to evacuate the 

population that had not managed to escape by plane, but it did not reach the island, 

leaving residents to prepare for the worst.  The devastation wrought by the storm was 

unlike anything in Florida's history.  Key West was badly hit, but the rest of the Keys 

suffered even worse.  Because they had been so lucky, many of the residents of Key West 

went north as a group to help the people of the northern keys who had lost nearly 

everything and were left with little or no shelter.88  Ernest Hemingway was among the 

Key West residents who traveled north to give what aid they could.  He described what he 

found in a letter to a friend:

The next day we got across [to Lower Matecumbe Key] and found things in a terrible 
shape.  Imagine you have read it in the papers but nothing could give an idea of the 
destruction.  Between 700 and 1000 dead.  Many, today, still unburied.  The foliage 
absolutely stripped as though by fire for forty miles and the land looking like the 
abandoned bed of a river.  Not a building of any sort standing.  Over thirty miles of 
railway washed and blown away.  We were the first in to Camp Five of the veterans 
who were working on the highway construction.  Out of 187 only 8 survived.  Saw 
more dead than I'd seen in one place since the lower Piave in June of 1918. ...  Long 
Key fishing camp is completely destroyed and so are all the settlements on 
Matecumbe both upper and lower.  There is over thirty miles of the R.R. completely 
gone and there will probably never be another train in to Key West.89

    In addition to wiping out the highway the workers were constructing, the storm also 

wiped out much of the railroad across the Florida Keys, and Hemingway was rather 

prophetic in his claim that there would never be another train in to Key West.  The 

destruction of the railroad isolated Key West from the mainland until the Overseas 

Highway was completed in 1938.90

88  Cox, 149-153. 
89 Ernest Hemmingway, “Letter to Maxwell Perkins,” in The Key West Reader, ed. George Murphy (Key 

West: Tortugas, Ltd., 1989), 118.
90 Ogle, 140.
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The Great Depression and the Labor Day Hurricane of 1935 were the worst of 

their respective disasters, but they were only two of an endless cycle of hurricanes and 

economic misfortune that have plagued Key West throughout its history.  Hurricanes and 

the economy in Key West have created a sort of cyclical mentality in the mind of the 

Conchs.  Life on the island has become a series of such cycles, allowing for the people of 

the island to ride out a difficult period, knowing that they will be able to rebuild and 

make things right again.  Underlying this mentality is the knowledge that as bad as things 

get, they have most likely already seen worse and recovered from it.  All of these factors 

combine to grant Conchs their unique sense of humor and ability to use it to handle 

difficult situations.  Furthermore, as the Conch response to the Labor Day Hurricane 

demonstrates, their history of hardship combined with their self-image as survivors gives 

them the ability to look beyond their immediate problems when the situation calls for it. 

In addition to being aware that the worst times on the island are typically short lived, 

Conch history has taught them that periods of boom in which the island's character is 

threatened to be swept away are also short lived. The mentality is best stated in a Conch 

proverb: “When the wheel comes around, a big hurricane'll come along and Key West 

will go right back to being a fishing village.”91

Sickness
Like all tropical areas, Key West was heavily susceptible to disease.  Several 

factors increased the severity of disease at Key West.  The instances of outbreak were 

increased by Key West's location near the Straits of Florida.  Vessels leaving virtually all 

ports on the Gulf Coast of Florida deposited their sick at Key West, as it was the only port 

91 In appendix A4, Robert Frost describes Key West in terms of it's cycles of death and rebirth.
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between Charleston and Pensacola with a hospital.  The island's small size meant that 

when disease did reach the island, it typically spread throughout the entire population of 

the island rapidly.  Key West's hospital was erected in 1844 and the utmost precautions 

were taken to cut down on the transmission of disease from those in the hospital to the 

rest of the island.  The hospital was constructed on a waterfront property so the sick could 

be brought by boat to the hospital rather than carrying them through town.92  Smallpox 

and yellow fever were the most common epidemics on the island.  The permanent 

immunity imbued upon survivors of yellow fever earned the disease the name “Stranger's 

Fever” on the island because only newcomers or visitors were affected during an 

epidemic.93  The disease thus served as a rite of passage and may have been an early 

version of the distinction between a visitor to the island and a 'Freshwater Conch' that 

Key West residents later frequented to distinguish between tourists and adopted Conchs. 

In addition to being a sort of rite of passage disease on the island was a genuine threat to 

the inhabitants of the island, only furthering the idea of Key West as a frontier.

Key West Politics

Federal Power
Jefferson Browne reports that from the founding of the city to the time of the Civil 

War, residents of Key West were almost exclusively concerned with local politics rather 

than state or national issues.94  This is unsurprising when we consider that most of the 

residents of the island during this period were recent transplants from the Bahamas and 

92 Albert W. Diddle, “Medical Events In the History of Key West,” Tequesta 6 (1946): 17.
93 Ibid, 20.
94 Browne, 129.
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the island was in closer contact with Havana than any American cities.  The Federal 

Government's only roles on the island during this period were the maintenance of the 

Naval base and jurisdiction over the distribution of cargo recovered from wrecks. 

Despite the government's seemingly small roles, conflicts of ideologies between the 

island's settlers and the military created issues on the island.  The first naval commander 

on the island, Commander David Porter, viewed the island as the property of the United 

States government, only “merely” tolerating settlers while keeping the island under 

martial law.  

Key West's tradition of civil protest against unjust action by the Federal 

Government was born in 1824 when the Naval commander on the island salvaged a 

wreck and attempted to auction the cargo in Havana where it would be worth 

considerably more than in Key West.  Key Westers launched a campaign of civil 

disobedience, defying martial law and sending letters to government officials.  Shortly 

thereafter the Navy scaled back its presence on the island and life became more normal 

on the island but after that exchange many residents of the island felt that they would fare 

best with as little involvement from the Federal Government as possible.95  In the summer 

of 1896 Key West found itself at odds with the government again when state health 

officials attempted to enforce a quarantine on the island to control the outbreak of 

smallpox.  Key Westers assembled a town meeting where they decided to inform the state 

legislature of their desire to secede from Florida and become a separate territory on the 

grounds that they were  “so remote” from the rest of the state that “all identity with the 

95 Ogle, 20.
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state is entirely lost.”96  The issue faded from the public interest when the outbreak of 

smallpox ended and the Spanish-American war began.

The Civil War
Throughout the Civil War, Key West remained in the hands of Union soldiers. 

The United States Navy had long since recognized the strategic importance of Key West's 

position and considered holding the island a top priority.  When holding a town council 

on the matter of whether they would favor Florida's secession from the Union, the 

majority of the population was in favor of secession from the Union.  The military 

officers on the island quickly recognized that they would be unable to stand up to the 

inhabitants of the island should the population attempt to assume control of the island's 

forts.  Despite this superiority of numbers, the population of the island was never 

committed enough to the idea of secession to attempt to overthrow the forts.  Instead, 

many rebel sympathizers left the island in blockade runners to join with the Confederate 

Army at Tampa.97

The political leanings of the majority of the island's residents during the Civil War 

is somewhat disputed.  Many historians argue that Key Westers in this period were 

ideologically Southern Democrats regarding slave ownership as “a fundamental right and 

a primary ingredient of their Southern identity.”98  An analysis of the institution of slavery 

on the island indicates that only a small elite actually held a Southern identity and a 

strong support for slavery.  In 1840, the island's African population consisted of 76 free 

Africans and 96 slaves.  The number of slaves on the island jumped to 431 in 1850 due to 

96 Ogle,101.
97 Browne, 97.
98 Ogle, 52.
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construction on Fort Jefferson on the island.99  The majority of these slaves hired 

themselves out for work either at the docks or at Fort Jefferson and occasionally lived 

outside of their masters homes.  Visitors to the island often had difficulty distinguishing 

between free Africans and slaves on the island, due to the high degree of independence 

that the island's slaves were granted.100  

The islander's differing opinions on the institution of slavery can be discerned 

through the events of 1849.  In 1849, Walter Maloney was elected to the post of U.S. 

Marshal on the island.  One of his most important duties in this position was the hiring 

and supervision of the men who handled salvage on the cities docks, a job for which the 

island's slave-owners typically rented their slaves out.  Upon being appointed for the 

position, Maloney vowed to hire only free labor, provoking a response from only three of 

the most affluent individuals on the island.  They petitioned Florida's senators to stop the 

appointment but failed and Maloney served for nearly a decade.101  Key West's history is 

full of cases of large portions of the population protesting perceived unjust government 

action, so the lack of interest in this case seems to indicate that most residents of the 

island didn't hold a traditional Southern identity.  If the bulk of the island was actually 

concerned over their right to hold slaves and hire them out, there would have been a 

substantially larger protest over government regulation over what tasks their slaves were 

allowed to perform.

One could also question how Key West would develop a strong Southern identity 

in the first place.  Although the island was a part of Florida, the island's residents 

99 Browne, 171.
100 Ogle, 46.
101 Ibid., 53.
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frequently pointed out the vast differences between the island and the rest of the state. 

The majority of the island's population either came from Cuba, the  Bahamas, or New 

England.  Residents from the South would have been seriously outnumbered.  If any part 

of the Southern identity was present in Key Westers, it was most likely an interest in local 

rights based on its constant wariness of government intervention in local affairs.  This 

would be enough to explain why there was very little opposition to the notion of 

secession for the island, but also very little interest in defending the notion of secession 

by seizing the Union fort on the island.  Thus, the Civil War was largely not being fought 

for the interests of Key West.

Despite the Conch's pacificism, in 1863 the Union Army, aiming to ensure the 

stability of the island, ordered that all families with members who “have at any time 

declined to take the oath of allegiance, or who have uttered a single disloyal word” be 

shipped north to be placed behind rebel lines in South Carolina, where they were of no 

risk to the fort.  It was well known on the island that the Confederate Army did not have 

enough supplies to feed its own, much less to support the families from Key West.102 

 Rather than ensuring the safety of the island's forts, the order solidified the Conchs 

against the Union.  Confederates and Unionists openly protested the order, but it was the 

actions of the Unionists, adamantly protesting the order in letters to various political and 

military figures within the Union who eventually got results.  Within a month of 

widespread Unionist protest, a government vessel arrived in port.  The officer on board 

suspended the order before he had even left the ship.103  The actions of Unionist Key 

102 Cox, 67. 
103White, 51. 
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Westers in protesting against the Union in order to save Confederate-leaning Key Westers 

indicates that the population of the island was far more Key Western than Confederate or 

Unionist.

The widespread celebration on the island that followed the Emancipation 

Proclamation is evidence that the desire for secession among Conchs during the Civil 

War was largely unrelated to issues of slavery.104  The unification of the island against the 

Union's order for Confederate evacuation of the base indicates that its actions were a 

struggle against an unresponsive Federal Government.  The primary divisive factor 

among the population was a question of the degree of action necessary to rectify the 

situation.

Global Perception of Key West
During the Civil War, Conchs defined themselves in contrast to the rest of the 

United States.  In addition to defining themselves in contrast to the rest of the world, 

Conch's often found themselves being defined by the world's perceptions of them.  Conch 

identity was created partially as a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy in that the opinions held 

by non-Conchs limited the people who chose to visit and ultimately immigrate to the 

island.  William Whitehead, one of the leading founders of Key West, discussed this issue 

in an 1835 letter to a St. Augustinian who had inquired as to the nature of the island.

The principal charges against the island are the unhealthfulness of the climate and the 
character of its population.  In relation to the last, you who know personally, man, 
residing here, and others by reputation require nothing to be said to prove the high 
character of a portion of our citizens, and I feel no hesitation in saying, (although like 
all inhabited spots on the face of the globe, we have our variety) that the remainder as 
a body deserve in no way the aspersions cast upon them.  The wreckers and those 
connected with them, suffer most from these calumniations, but had I time I could 

104 Stebbins, 31. 
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produce many instances of an exhibition of honesty, generosity, fortitude and a number 
of of other of the best characteristics of our nature, which would have done credit to 
far more exalted stations.105

Whitehead continued to attempt to discredit the supposed poor character of the island's 

inhabitants as well as its high mortality rate.  Despite his attempts, many commentators 

viewed Key West as a haven for wreckers who were barely better than pirates and reports 

of disease on the island were widespread throughout its history.  This idea of Key West 

served to attract people who only made the idea more true as they settled on the island.

The Development of Conch Identity as a Commodity
Frequently, the sorts of people attracted to the island troubled longtime residents. 

The relief effort during the Great Depression and the marketing of the town as a tourist 

destination was the first strong manifestation of this fear.  Even as an increasing flow of 

tourists helped to pull Key West out of the Great Depression, Conchs worried that the 

relief administration's image of the island as a tourist destination would rob their island of 

its uniqueness.  The city was home to a number of artists and writers during this period 

who were largely concerned that the change sweeping the island was destroying 

everything they found attractive.  Elmer Davis noted that he understood that Key Westers 

still devoted themselves to the relief effort because “you cannot ask people to starve for 

the sake of being quaint.”106  Hemingway worried that New Dealers planned on starving 

the Conchs off the island by driving up property values to ensure that the Conchs did not 

interfere with the island's new status as a tourist hot spot.107

105 William Adee Whitehead, “William Adee Whitehead's Description of Key West,” Tequesta 6 (1952): 
70.
106 Ogle, 170.
107 Ibid, 173.
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It is highly unlikely that such a sinister plot was actually at work, since the 

homeowners benefiting from these plans were Conchs themselves, but some of the 

island's residents were driven off the island during the Great Depression and the island's 

rebirth.  Most of those who left the island departed for economic reasons but a select few, 

such as Ernest Hemingway left for fear that the island was being turned into a new 

bohemian artist colony.  Ultimately, the changes to the island were largely superficial, 

most visitors to the island stayed on the main roads for the duration of their stay, leaving 

property values on the rest of the island relatively undisturbed.  More importantly, many 

of the tourists who visited the island came not just for a tropical paradise but to see the 

unique island of Key West.  The pamphlets and advertisements the island circulated 

emphasized the diversity of the islands population along with a somewhat fabricated 

account of the island's past of pirates and wreckers.108  The residents of the island and the 

unique Conch identity thus became an essential part of the island's allure.  In this way, the 

broadcast of Conch identity on a worldwide scale helps the island's residents to ensure 

that they can assure themselves a place on the island by being its most precious 

commodity, allowing them to weather their island's changes while maintaining their 

culture on the island.

108 Boulard, 177.
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Chapter 3: 

The Modern Conch Republic

Identity, Development, and Survival
The Conchs of today's Key West remain as weary of change as their spiritual 

ancestors.  The island's success in converting to a tourist community along with a revival 

of the island's military presence has caused many native Conchs to question how much of 

old Key West is left on the island and if it is worth the exceptionally high cost of living. 

 Throughout the 1980s and 1990s Key West grew increasingly popular as an American 

tourist destination as it was the most tropical environment that could be found within the 

continental United States.  It quickly became apparent that increased profit from tourism 

would come at the cost of what many Conchs viewed as the most important part of Key 

West.  

After spending two years living in Key West from 1981 to 1983, Miami Herald 

columnist Neil Brown described his time on the island as a process of being absorbed 

into a mindset that he referred to as the 'Nothing Fazes Me Cult'.  In Brown's view the 

members of this cult adopted a number of unique characteristics as a means of coping 

with living on an isolated island "that has more side shows than Palm Beach has banks." 

 Brown described a Conch in the early 1980s as a person who tolerated "everything from 

streets freckled with deep potholes, to the highest cost of living in Florida, to government 

corruption to unreliable electricity and water."  He stated that members of the cult were 

"easily entertained and never appalled" and seemed to take a laid back approach to 
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everything from day to day life to the management of the entire city.109   Of course the 

lifestyle of the people Brown was describing, Conchs, was at odds with some of the 

island's more entrepreneurial citizens ideas of development.  As the 1980s progressed 

Conchs increasingly became aware of a threat to the island as they knew it and tried to 

find the balance between economic growth and the destruction of the island home they 

knew and loved.

Conchs in Exile
 1985 brought a strong resurgence of growth to the island as the military 

dramatically increased the scope of its operations on the island.  The island's population 

welcomed the prospect of the money that military personnel would be spending in the 

island's businesses, but they were fearful of the effect that an increased military presence 

would have on the island's housing situation.  The military had already completely filled 

its own facilities for personnel meaning new personnel would be seeking housing on the 

island, increasing already high prices.110   At the same time, many residents were 

purchasing additional houses to rent out as guest houses for the island's tourists or to sell 

to non-islanders for use as winter homes.  The trend continued until Conchs whose 

families had weathered the island's many hardships for generations were forced out by a 

simple inability to afford life on the island.  Many Conchs remained in Florida, often 

heading to Tampa (which is unsurprising considering the cigar manufacturing industry 

109 Neil Brown, “It's Not Easy Leaving 'Nothing Fazes Me' Cult,” The Miami Herald, July 24, 1983, sec. 
PB, p. 2.
110 Chris Vaughan, “U.S. Gives Key West New Life Navy's Comeback Boosts Economy,” The Miami 

Herald, February 10, 1985, sec. A, p. 1.
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made the same move due to its proximity, climate, and economy in the 1800s), Ocala, or 

Orlando.111

As homesickness began setting in, exiled Conchs began hosting Conch reunions. 

 One of the earliest of these reunions in 1983 brought over 400 Conchs from around the 

country to Ocala.  Conchs came from as far north as Tennessee and as far south as Key 

West itself.  Most of the Conchs in attendance claimed to have seen far more Conchs at 

the reunion than they ever saw when visiting Key West.  At the reunions the Conchs 

enjoy the food and music they remember from days on the island, retell stories of the way 

things used to be, and enjoy being around others who have the same feeling of being 

robbed of their home.  A central theme of the reunion is the desire to keep old Key West 

alive so that one day they might be able to go back and reclaim their city.112   Each year 

Conch reunions have attracted more and more Conchs with the latest reunion in 2008 

attracting 790 Conchs looking to keep their idea of Key West alive to Tampa, Florida.113

The New Political Landscape

 Conchs who could afford to remain on the island quickly came to realize that 

although the island was gaining the economic security it had sought with the shift to a 

tourist economy, it was doing so at the cost of its character.  Citizens found themselves 

trying to find the proper balance of development and maintenance of character while 

trying to seek out the politicians who held the same views.  With the increased amount of 

money flowing through Key West, government corruption was becoming a larger issue 

and even the candidates who seemed to be the strongest supporters of Conchs and old 

111 Ogle, 240.
112 Jeff Klinkenberg, “Conched Out,” St. Petersburg Times, September 12, 1990, sec. D, p. 1.
113“Reunions,” http://www.conchs.com/2008List.htm  (accessed May 3, 2009).
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Key West got caught up in the debacle.  Candidates who ran for government office on 

platforms of slow-development and preservation had difficulty standing up to the 

increasingly large businesses on the island.  Even Dennis Wardlow, the first Prime 

Minister of the Conch Republic, was fined by the Florida Ethics commission for 

accepting $7,900 from a Jet Ski rental company to influence his political 

decisions.114   Newcomers to the island typically sought a complete moratorium on new 

building to preserve the paradise they had found while native Conchs wanted small scale 

building of private residences to decrease the cost of housing.  All the while developers 

exerted political and financial pressure to allow building for new businesses, hotels, and 

condominiums.115   The gradual exodus of native Conchs and their replacement by 

freshwater Conchs can be traced through election results.  

One particular candidate, the legendary Captain Tony Tarracino ran for the 

Mayors office against different candidates in 1967, 1969, 1975, 1985, and 1987. 

 Tarracino had become the quintessential Key West character, he had lived on the island 

most of his life, supported Cuban revolutionary movements through gunrunning, 

captained several vessels doing whatever was profitable at the time, and owned a local 

saloon that had become one of the most famous in the country.116   Despite this character 

he did not find support with the native Conchs, but with the island's freshwater Conchs. 

 Captain Tony's support of a complete building moratorium was the reason for this lack of 

114  Marika Lynch, “Ethics Panel Fines Ex-Mayor in Bribe Case,” The Miami Herald, December 4, 1998, 
sec. B, p. 1.

115 Tom Scherberger, “Banker Beats Bar Owner For Key West Mayor Job, The Orlando Sentinel, 
December 5, 1985, sec. D,  p. 1.

116 Joel Achenbach, “The Key To The City In Key West, Where Fantasy Often Rules, Voter's For Mayor 
Have A Choice Between Fact And Fiction,” The Miami Herald, October 22, 1989, sec. G, p. 1.
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support.  Most native Conchs feared that Captain Tony wouldn't allow enough building to 

allow them to remain on the island.  Their logic was that increased building would 

decrease housing costs, forcing them to leave the island.  Freshwater Conchs on the other 

hand were typically financially stable enough to remain on the island but feared new 

building would destroy the island they had chose to immigrate to.  As the years went on, 

Captain Tony lost by a smaller and smaller margin in each election, eventually winning 

the position by a 32 vote margin.117  Tony had run on virtually the same platform he had 

used in his previous attempts, promising minimal development, low taxes, and his ability 

to attract national attention for the island to increase tourism.  He described it most 

accurately when he stated, "If I'm mayor, I tell you, we'll make the papers at least once a 

month.  We'll find some way to make the s--- fly.  That's what brings the people here."118   

Since his platform remained the same, Captain Tony's victory over his more pro-

development rival seems to have stemmed primarily from the decrease in the number of 

saltwater Conchs on the island, as they had been forced off by the increased rate of 

housing that had concerned them so seriously.

The conflict over the construction of affordable housing was further complicated 

by the shortage of land on the island as well as the fear that any housing constructed 

would be immediately purchased by people from the mainland.  The shortage of land 

divided Conchs who sought affordable housing into two groups, those who favored the 

housing no matter the environmental cost and those who were worried that by 

constructing housing that they could afford, they would be helping to overcrowd the 

117  Warren Getler, “'Captain Tony' Edges Ex-Mayor In Key West Runoff Election,” The Miami Herald, 
November 8, 1989, sec. A, p. 1.
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island they loved and starve it of its character.  Because it owned over one quarter of the 

island's land and hired a large part of the island's workforce, the Navy was in a 

particularly strong position to construct low-cost housing.  The Navy's first such project 

was proposed for Truman annex.  The city commission waived the zoning laws for the 

Navy on the condition that the homes be deed restricted to prevent Northerners from 

purchasing or renting the homes, ensuring that they would remain available for 

Conchs.119    This project was received relatively well by all citizens of the island but the 

Navy's next project drew considerably more criticism.  

Since 1974, the Navy had been leasing 29 acres of land known as Peary Court to 

the city for $1 annually for use as a park.  Peary Court was the largest of only two parks 

on the island and the only one with facilities for outdoor sports such as softball and 

football.  In 1988, in order to provide reliable low cost housing strictly for military 

families the Navy announced a plan to use all 29 acres for a $12 million project to build 

160 two-bedroom apartments.  The Navy explained that the plan would allow for 160 

families with annual salaries between $16,000 and $18,000 to contribute to Key West's 

economy without competing in its housing market.  Despite this tremendous benefit most 

Conchs were unwilling to sacrifice one of only two open spaces on their island.  City 

commissioner Harry Powell organized the local resistance to the Navy's plan.  The 

commission passed a resolution asking the Navy to leave Peary Court alone.  The mayor 

was the only dissenting vote on the grounds that he felt the Navy shouldn't be told what 

to do with its own property.  Most of the populace felt that the Navy didn't need to build 

119  June Keith, “Whatever, Harry Powell Deserves Respect,” The Miami Herald, January 15, 1994, sec. B, 
p. 1.
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at Peary Court because the Navy owned over 1,000 acres of the island which could be 

used for the housing.  The ensuing debate spanned several years and further split the 

island's populace among those desperate for any kind of housing relief and those worried 

about losing Key West.120 Residents petitioned everyone from local to national 

politicians to little avail.121   Harry Powell raised over 6,000 signatures on a petition to 

relocate the development.  They won a temporary victory when the Navy's environmental 

assessment was deemed insufficient, but this victory was short lived as the Navy quickly 

completed a new assessment and went ahead with construction.  Many Conchs sided 

against the development when the Navy announced that it would be scaling back 

personnel on the island, making the Peary Court project unnecessary to fulfill its housing 

requirements.  The Navy still pushed ahead with construction on the grounds that the 

Navy's current housing was run down and military families deserved newer 

accommodations.  

In 1994, after six years of ineffective peaceful protest, Harry Powell entered a 

construction office with a homemade explosive strapped to him and demanded a 

reevaluation of the Navy's plan to build at Peary Court.  During the course of the 10 hour 

standoff that followed a crowd of Conchs gathered outside with supportive signs and 

Conch Republic flags, more attracted to the cause that Powell was fighting for than the 

act of terrorism he was perpetrating while fighting for it.  After a ten hour standoff, 

Powell received confirmation from Congress' General Accounting Office that it would 

120 Mike Williams, “Trouble In Key West – Protest Fizzled, but sparks still fly – A 'little guy' recalls the 
good old days, fights Navy project,” The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution, May 15, 1994, 
sec. A, p. 3.

121 Christina Chekalos, “Fight Won't Spare Park, Navy Insists,” The Miami Herald, February 1, 1989, sec. 
B, p. 1.
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review the Navy's need for housing on the island.  At this point Powell surrendered and 

was taken into custody.122   Powell received the lightest possible sentence for his actions, 

two years in prison and thirteen years on probation.  Perhaps the greater punishment was 

that the General Accounting Office allowed the Navy to build the housing.   Following 

the event islanders remained divided, most residents could identify with Powell's 

sentiment though they frequently felt that his actions had gone too far.  Nonetheless, they 

typically viewed his behavior as the result of a man who was pushed too far by the 

ignorance of the Federal Government to the concerns of the citizens of the island.123

During any period of economic well being Conchs typically worried about the 

changes that prosperity was bringing to the island, they lamented the loss of their island's 

uniqueness and laid back way of life.  Despite these lamentations, newcomers to the 

island typically found all of the characteristics of 'Old Key West' that natives felt were 

lost and created a new generation of Conchs as loyal to the vision of a unique Key West 

as those before them.  Although many settled on the island who did not adhere to this 

vision, these people were typically driven out by hurricanes or economic depressions 

leaving only the Conchs dedicated to Key West for its character and unique opportunities. 

 The same can be said for modern Key West.  

122 Williams.
123 Associated Press, “Threat in Key West earns 2 years in prison,” St. Petersburg Times, July 18, 1994. 
sec. B, p. 1.
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Conclusion
Cyclical economies, infusions of foreign culture, frequent hurricanes, and a 

distance from the Federal Government form the constants of life on Key West.  The 

Conch identity was formed as a method for thriving under these conditions.  In recent 

years, with the new importance placed upon Key West's history, this identity has become 

a source of pride and continued unification for Conchs.  The establishment of the Conch 

Republic in 1987 essentially created a method for projecting Conch identity onto the 

world while legitimizing it as something wholly unique from American identity though 

the two are typically peacefully coexistent.  From the first organized attempts to make 

Key West into a tourist destination, Key Westers relied on the island's unique culture to 

set the island apart from every other tropical destination.  The Conch Republic and Conch 

citizenship serve as the concrete representation of the island's culture and history, binding 

Conchs to the island as part of its tourist draw.  The Conch Republic now draws from 

Conch identity while refining it by justifying its own creation myth, asserting itself on a 

local and world scale, and exemplifying the value of “the mitigation of world tension 

through humor.”124

The new usage of the Conch Republic as a tourist commodity and a way of 

ensuring a place on the island for long-term Conchs has created its own set of issues.  The 

use of the Conch Republic as a tourist draw gives it economic value and raises the 

question of who is in possession and control of the Conch Republic.  These issues have 

come to a head in the discourse over the Conch Independence celebration.  Every year a 

124 Andersen, “A Brief History of the Conch Republic”.
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massive Independence Celebration is held in Key West to mark the anniversary of Conch 

Independence.  The event spans an entire week and is one of the largest tourist draws for 

the island.  Initially the project started as a small event, failing to make any kind of profit, 

but over time it has grown into a massive community endeavor.  In 2008, the Upper Keys 

attempted to hold their own Independence Day celebration, to the displeasure of many 

business owners in Key West.  Key West Conchs were concerned that a full scale 

celebration in the Upper Keys would prevent tourists headed south from the mainland 

from reaching Key West, seriously harming profits.  A lawsuit has been brought against 

the Upper Keys claiming that the festival is the intellectual property of Peter Anderson, 

Secretary General of the Conch Republic and therefore cannot be carried out without his 

permission.  The issue remains unresolved but it has forced many to think about what 

their identity is worth to them.125  For many, the debate also highlights the fact that the 

Conch Republic and its Independence Day celebration are about more than just a tourist 

draw, but a method of preserving the island's culture and history and keeping Key West 

from turning into just another tropical tourist destination.  

The debate over the Independence Day celebration also helps to define the 

geographic reach of the Conch Republic.  The Conch declaration of secession included 

the Upper Keys because they were equally affected by the border checkpoint that 

provided the impetus for Conch independence in the first place.  The recent debate seems 

to indicate that the Upper Keys are not really a part of the Conch Republic as they lack 

the same history and culture of Key West.  Today, Conch Identity can be traced to a 

125 “Lawsuit filed over use of “Conch Republic”: Upper Keys group says no one owns the rights,” The 
Reporter, December 24, 2008, accessed online at: 
http://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/2008/12/26/3878759.htm.
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number of different sources present in Key West, but largely lacking in the Upper Keys. 

Ethnic sources of identity are still strongly derived from Bahamian and Cuban 

immigrants to the island.  The island's history of settlers enduring vast challenges and 

rapidly shifting economies for the benefits of living on Key West are a source of pride to 

modern Key Westers.  This history is drawn upon regularly as historical equivalent to 

today's economic challenges of living on the island in another time of economic turmoil 

and over-development.  This history also provides Conchs, including Conchs forced of 

the island by the high cost of living, with hope that one day the island's economy will 

crumble enough to allow them to return to their homes.  The historic distrust of Federal 

Government is still clearly manifested in protest efforts by residents of Key West against 

many perceived government wrongdoings.  Key Wester's embrace these aspects of their 

identity and exhibit them on a world scale through the banner of the Conch Republic in 

an attempt to celebrate and immortalize them while tying themselves and their history to 

the island's allure and economic well being.
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Appendix A:

Stories of Key West
The stories of Key West have oftentimes played as large a part in shaping Key 

West as Key West has played in creating the stories.  The following accounts were all 

written to describe aspects of Key West for non-residents of the island.  The last three 

accounts were written by non-residents as well.  It was through stories like these that 

people first became acquainted with Key West before ever visiting the island.  Some of 

those who heard these stories found the typically exaggerated description of the island 

and sought out residency on the island, pushing the island's population further in the 

direction of the exaggerated description.

Appendix A1: God's Hint by John Hersey
This document is a retelling of a Key West folk tale about a Methodist preacher 

who manipulates his choir to ensure that he is the first to reach a wrecked vessel, thereby 

gaining salvage rights.  The story not only demonstrates the prevalence of wrecking on 

the island but also discusses the nature of the islanders personal lives, describing them as 

prone to “frisky trysts, rum, and rumpled bedsheets”.  Although Hersey's version of the 

story was written well after this conception of Key Westers began to circulate, it is 

precisely this type of description that drew more of this population to the island.

The preacher on this Sabbath morning is Brother Eagan.  A big bear of a man, he 
has a chestnut beard and sideburns like huge ficus bushes sticking out on either side of 
his face.  He is a Methodist, with embers for eyes and a whip for a tongue.  Just now it 
is the Methodists' nine o'clock turn to hold their service in the great hall of the county 
courthouse in Jackson Square, which all Key West denominations use, in round-robin 
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hours, for worship on Sundays.

Squire Eagan, as most people call the Methodist parson, is feared more than he is 
loved, and envied more than he is feared.  He has a deadly aim, and the bull's-eye he 
consistently hits is his listeners' rather weak sense of having done the wrong thing. 
The sun shines bright and hot on Key West; this is a climate that is kind to bright-
blooming greenery and to joys of the flesh – frisky trysts, rum, and rumpled bedsheets 
– and so it is that many of the citizens are well acquainted with mischief, but at a cost. 
For once a week, at Sabbath meeting, when the hot tongue of Squire Eagan is levied at 
them, they suffer remorse.  The remorse is not extreme, and it is short-lived, but while 
it lasts it is most annoying, like the bite of the fire ant.

Squire Eagan is envied because he is rich.  He is rich because on weekdays, 
instead of visiting the sick and comforting the poor, he plies the trade of an expert 
wrecker.  He owns a swift and sea-kindly schooner, the Godspeed.  The trade that goes 
by the name of wrecking has brought great prosperity to our little town, which, being 
the most southerly place in the United States, is a port of landfall for bottoms from all 
over the world, laden with spirits, silks, finished articles, works of art, silverware, lace, 
fine furniture, and other goods and artifacts, to say nothing of bulk cargoes of lumber, 
sugar, fruits, and the precious bird droppings known as guano.

Wreckers are salvors.  That enormous living creature the coral barrier reef along 
the Keys lies in wait in all weathers for unwary ships.  There is not a single lighthouse 
along the one hundred twenty miles of this monster from Carysfort Reef to Key West, 
and indeed, the influential wreckers of our town have vociferously opposed the setting 
out of any government lights.  Some slanderers from the mainland have invented a 
story that Key West wreckers have actually set out a light at a place where there is no 
channel at all; the wreckers say to cynics who point toward a shining speck out there at 
night, No, no, that is just a star very low over the horizon.

At any rate, the moment the great coral beast clamps its southernmost jaws on a 
stray vessel, or, at the latest, at dawn the next morning, the wreck is spied from a 
whole series of high lookouts on the waterfront of Key West.  A cry goes up, passed 
through all the Old Town: “Wreck ashore! Wreck ashore!” and within minutes the 
streets become racecourses for crowds of men, running for the harbor.  Soon scores of 
vessels there bend on their canvas, slip the pennants of their moorings, and crowd all 
sail for a race, be it in doldrums or gale winds, out to the reef.  What regattas those 
are!  The captain of the first vessel to reach the vicinity of the derelict becomes the 
Wrecking Master, who can then lay claim to whatever he salvages.  He lays claim, too, 
to mean and dangerous work, which often involves skin-diving in the foulest of 
weather.  Squire Eagan's Godspeed, whether with divine assistance or not, has had a 
way of getting there first again and again, and Eagan's house on Front  Street, a three-
story clapboard mansion with a widow's walk atop it, has in it, among many other 
treasures, a Ming dynasty coromandel screen, a silver tea service said to have been 
made by Paul Revere, a cloisonné tea caddy from Bombay, and a dazzling collection 
of South American butterflies mounted as if on the wing in a glass case lined with 
crimson velvet.
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Squire Eagan stands now in the raised rostrum from which, when court is in 
session in this room, the judge presides.  On Sundays, this is the pulpit.  Magisterially 
intimidating, this rostrum stands a full six feet higher than the floor of the hall, where 
the Methodists are seated.  The walls of the chamber on either side have tall and wide 
windows, so that the eye of God has a good look at the brightly lit faces of His flock – 
and by the same token, the eye of God's messenger, up in the rostrum, has a fine clear 
view of the expanse of ocean out to the south.

The text for the sermon today is I Corinthians, chapter nine, verse twenty-four: 
“Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one recieveth the prize?  So 
run, that ye may obtain.”  Squire Eagan winds into his theme: The great race, which 
every one of these poor sinners in Key West must run, is for eternal salvation.  Who 
will win the prize?  His hot eyes roam along the rows of faces of those he knows to be 
strong in ardor and weak in will – lotus eaters, hankerers, those with red noses and 
lubricious lips, sensualists whom he has reason to suspect as trespassers in the 
meadows of wedlock.  Squire Eagan looks you, too, dear reader in the eye, and you, 
too, tremble, thinking of the wrong that you, too, have done.  Do you feel the fire ant's 
bite?

Now, it happens that some twenty minutes into the dominie's harangue, his eyes 
dart for a moment out the window to his right.  And what does he see?  He sees a 
handsome brigantine, tacking into a strong sou'wester, staying well inside the contrary 
current of the Gulf Stream and therefore close aboard the terrible stretch of the reef 
known as the Sambos.  And look!  She is trying to come about – a miscalculation.  She 
loses steerage way – she is in irons! - she drifts! There! She is fast on the reef!

The automatic cry “Wreck ashore!” almost rises in Squire Eagan's throat.  But he 
chokes it back.  God has vouchsafed him a timely thought.  If he gives the lookout 
shot from up here in the rostrum, nine tenths of the men in the congregation will be 
out the door at the other end of the hall and racing for their vessels before he can climb 
down from this height and chase them.

His furious gaze swivels back onto the faces of the more or less rueful 
transgressors.  His voice rising to new thumps of thunder, he makes his way down the 
steps of the judicial bench to the floor level, and ambling as he roars, he eases into the 
center aisle.  What he is doing is most necessary.  He has reached the stage in his 
sermon when he needs must face each parishioner close at hand – lean into the end of 
each row on either side, stare down both male and female sinners one by one, and 
drive the message home.

And so he goes down the center aisle, shouting, “Prepare! Prepare for the great 
race – for salvation!”

Having reached the very last row, three paces from the open door to the town, he 
roars, “Wreck ashore! Now we will run a race and see who receiveth the prize.  Run, 
that ye may obtain!”

His church is emptied as fast as if he had smelled smoke and shouted, “Fire!Fire!” 
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Virtually all the men in his flock are in full chase behind him – Methodists are keen 
wreckers.  But he has a goodly lead.  Some of the men of his crew have been rendered 
sufficiently uneasy by his sermon to run extra fast, as if the Devil himself were 
chasing them, and so they catch up with him at the docks.  They scramble aboard the 
Godspeed on the parson's coattails.

What a beautiful parade of sails on a Sunday morning!  Godspeed gets the jump 
on the Hester Ann, the Splendid, the Orion, the Olive Branch, the Fair American, the 
Whale, the Brilliant – and all the many other craft that heel smartly out of the harbor 
on a tight close reach.

It goes without saying that the Godspeed reaches the wrecked brig first.  Once 
again, as has so often happened, Squire Eagan is the Wrecking Master.  The prize of 
this race, at any rate, thanks to the merciful hint that God gave him up there on the 
rostrum, is his.126

Appendix A2: Diary of an Unidentified Land Official, 1855
This account from the diary of an unidentified land official describes an 1855 visit 

to the island.  This journal entry describes the institution of wrecking, portraying the 

wreckers as unmotivated by philanthropy or a spirit of benevolence, without mentioning 

that the first thing wreckers did aboard a ship was rescue the crew.  This description fit 

into the larger perception of wreckers as little better than pirates.  This passage also 

describes the hardships faced by the early residents of the island; frequent sickness, high 

food prices, and mayhem in the streets.

January 22. Morning and wind coming from Norwest.  I walked out early and the 
first news I heard was the steamship Isabel had gone ashore last night near the 
lighthouse.  The wreckers were going helter-skelter in every direction as it was seen 
from the steeple that a ship was in distress.  Such a catastrophe appears to be the main 
spring of action among these people.  They live by it, and it is the first thing at sunrise 
and the last at sunset for them to look out for a wreck.  Salvage is what prompts them 
to go forward with such zeal.  Philanthropy or a spirit of benevolence has nothing 
whatever to do with it.

The mail was received by the Isabel' and every one seems interested in it except 
those who are in pursuit of salvage on the steamer.  The mail does not come here but 
twice a month which is not often enough for a man who has been accustomed to its 

126 John Hersey, Key West Tales (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1993), 3-8.
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daily visitations.  Visitors suffer very much on account of the isolated condition of the 
place as regard to mail.  

Doctor Baradargue called to see me again this morning.  He seems to be 
determined to leave here and go to some place where he will not be subjected to the 
caprices of... this people.  The Isabel got off about 12 o'clock and I hear she is not 
injured in the least - will go on to Havana tomorrow morning.  Received an invitation 
to a Ball, to be given by the officers of the Man of War Princeton by the citizens 
tomorrow evening.

After dinner I walked out to look at the town.  It is situated on the North end of 
the island which is oblong.  The streets are narrow and the buildings have an old 
antiquated appearance.  Some residences are beautiful and the grounds about them 
well laid out and set in evergreens, flowers and rose bushes.  The principal shade is the 
cocoa which is planted in groves and circles around the residences and is upon the 
whole a luxuriant and beautiful tree.  The fruit is upon them now in various stages of 
growth and the yield appears to be heavy.  Large bunches come out together near the 
top from which the leaves spring and it presents to the eyes of the beholder a distinct 
species having peculiar characteristics.  There are other evergreens growing on the 
island and many different kinds highly cultivated.  Among them the oleander ranks 
first in my estimation.  The rose in full bloom and various other flowers together with 
the appearance of vegetables on the table causes me to feel like I am in the midst of 
summer, and yet I know it is January.  What a change would my mother and sisters 
experience if they could only be here now a few days: where they [are] another rose 
has lost all of its lovely characteristics - its leaves and roses gone.  The trees [have 
lost] their foliage and all is dreary and cold; while here there is every evidence to ones 
senses of the presence of summer, in fact it is summer and is always so.  Frost, snow 
and ice never can chill vegetation here and cause it to put on its robes of mourning and 
thus fall to the ground.  

Police regulations must be very defective here.  Several fights occurred today and 
yesterday among the sailors who have been permitted to come ashore.  One man was 
severely beaten for stealing this morning and I should not be surprised at any time to 
hear of more mischief in that line and perhaps burning the city will be resorted to. 
Several grog shops appear to be liberally encouraged and almost every store has a 
supply in bottles which can be vended without a license.  With much provisions for the 
manufacture of the degraded sot-the vogue.  The seaman's... the ... and ... with 
sufficient material to operate on can anyone wonder at any outrages that may be 
perpetrated in the town.  Stayed in my room close all the evening to avoid the chilling 
wind from the north.  Conversed some with Mr. Ferguson about Miami which he 
describes as an interesting country.  He is the most sensible man I've seen since I came 
to this place.  Has lived 10 years on the coast in great seclusion surrounded only by a 
few laborers and his family.  Says the thermometer averages 72 degrees in winter and 
76 in summer.  The change has been sudden and severe in the weather.  Yesterday it 
was too hot today it is too cold.

January 23. Morning clear and cool and calm. Summer breeze from Noreast.  The 
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heavy gales subsided during the night and now vessels go to sea with safety and 
several sail vessels left early in the morning.  After breakfast I walked among the 
stores to look for shoes and bought two pair of shoes, one for every day and one for 
special occasions and an Italian scarf.  The whole cost me $7.75 which is about 40 per 
cent more than it ought to have been.  My poverty ... conditions and resources were all 
presented to my mind when I was buying, but I could not decide to dress in 
accordance with my limited means.  Pride has something to do with my decisions and 
I fear I have too much of it remaining.  Gentlemen ought to appear decent on all 
occasions and when one's profession carries him as mine does into respectable circles 
it is expected he should appear dressed in accordance with his profession and not his 
means.  Such vices have operated on me for sometimes and I have often felt bad when 
I was not dressed as one should be.  While I was out a ticket of admission to the ball 
was handed me which I suppose will be given to the door keeper.  After dinner I 
walked out to the wharf and met with Doctor Badaraque who seemed to be always 
glad to see me.  While there a government vessel bound for Tortuguas, where the 
government is building a fort, hoisted sail and went out most beautifully.  We then 
took a walk along several streets on the island, earnestly engaged in conversation 
about the power and influence exercised by Mr. Adams (the Episcopalian minister of 
the place) in his behalf.  He honestly believes Mr. Adams has done all he can for him, 
which may be true, but I assured him he could not do anything to remove the 
prejudices of the Holy Alliance, as it is called, against him based as it was on his 
infirmities.  I told him the wealthy people of this island belonged to his church and 
they are generally more unfeeling and unjust than the middle class.  The first rich 
has ... to be influenced by interest and never suffer their sympathies or sense of justice 
to interfere with them, in the least, in their conduct toward their fellow man, while on 
the other hand, the middle class is interested so often by high and holy notions, they 
lose sight in part of self and go forward to the support of a fellow being and will 
administer all the consolation in their power in the time of affliction.  We walked and 
talked till night -saw many pretty things and many very tasty residences.  Some of the 
grounds have been laid off in circles, semi-circles, triangles and quadrangles with little 
walks as hard and clean looking as a floor.  The houses are set in flowers, roses, 
evergreens and shrubs and the whole shaded by cocoa trees.  I returned to my room 
and saw in the street a great... between the men of the Princeton and some of the 
citizens.  Some of them were taken to the Calaboose and the remainder left drinking 
and carousing about the streets.  They are like wild men running here and there to see 
where they can get the most liquor.  All of them appear to be young Irishmen and seem 
to think "this is a free country": Some of them are still beating the drum and making a 
noise after it.  I was much amused at an Irish sailor's prayers when he left the island 
this morning.  "The Lord be praised and I am leaving this place now, and I hope I shall 
never see it any more." Suppose he had been an... and was in some way unfortunate. 
The ball opens at 9 o'clock and I have made up my mind to stay away.

24th. Morning clear and very pleasant.  Wind E.  Walked out after breakfast and 
went to a wharf, where I found a sickly looking old man fishing.  He was all patience 
and seemed to be determined to wait till it suited the fish to bite.  Sometimes they bite 
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rapidly when the tide and wind is right but now they refused to take hold of the hook 
and the piece of turtle's liver on it.  I left the old man and returned to my room where I 
amused myself reading a trashy novel Lamp Lighter. ...

In the evening I walked out again and saw a vessel discharging just in from New 
York.  From there I sauntered along the coast, looked at some of the Coral rock on 
which this island is said to be based and finally reached an eminence where I could see 
the sunset.  It was then almost 10 minutes high and the nearer it approached the water 
the more distinct did its ring become till at length it touched and then went slowly 
down leaving half, one quarter and then a ball the ring never being lost was all that 
was left.  That soon left and then the reflection on the clouds was most beautiful.  My 
feelings became very romantic while I gazed on the scene and I almost imagined 
myself really happy.  The sun now gone shone on those I love but a few short hours 
before had lighted up this pathway and would soon return to them again.  I strolled 
further on and saw more pretty flowers which always exercise an influence over me. 
They soften the asperities of my nature and in every way render me more comfortable. 
The sailors and Man of War's men are drunk carousing and producing a general 
disturbance.  Understand the ball went off well last night and the officers have 
determined to give the citizens a ball next week.  Am told wine and eggs sell very high 
namely eggs $1.25 per dozen.

25th. Morning pleasant and clear.  Wind So.  After breakfast I walked down to see 
the mail boat which runs between this place and the Miami River, on the east side of 
the peninsula.  I found it a small schooner and without any accommodations for a sick 
man, which caused me to think strongly of declining my trip to Miami on her.  I 
ascertained she would start about 2 o'clock and went back to my room.  She is called 
Charles and Edward after sons of the deputy collector, Mr. Howe.  I staid about the 
house all morning after my walk and was deeply pained by being asked by my 
landlord to see his child, which was suffering most intensely from convulsions.  He 
informed me that the disorder is common on the island and children rarely ever live 
through them.  It was an aggravated form of the disease in which part of the functions 
were suspended for several minutes, during the convulsion and the convulsions were 
without the intervals usual in our country.  The poor child was lying on the lap of its 
nurse apparently dead, when I went in, which condition lasted several minutes, then a 
cold sweat came out, it revived, looked to be alive again a few short minutes and 
passed again into the same convulsive condition.  Doctor Jones, its medical attendant, 
intended using chloroform as a final resort which must fail in affecting a cure because 
it is too far gone and congestion is too extensive.

After dinner I packed my trunk paid my bill and sent my trunk to the vessel.127

Appendix A3: Excerpt from the diary of Mrs. John R. Gilpin
This diary excerpt describes another brief visit to Key West.  This passage 

127 Wright Langley and Arva Moore Parks eds., “Diary of an Unidentified Land Official, 1855,” Tequesta 
43 (1983): 7–11.
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demonstrates that Key West did not fit into visitors views of an American city.  In 

particular, the visitors note the “strange hotels with strange fruits and customs.”  

Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1885.

Wind from south, very warm and sultry, extreme change from yesterday.  Go out 
for the mail; none there for either family.  Mrs. W. and I keep quiet.  Engage a carriage 
for a view around the town at $1 per hour for each carriage.  The island is seven by 
three miles in extent, prettily built in places

with frame houses, with green blinds, surrounded by thick luxuriant growths of 
tropical trees and flowers.  Streets narrow; rather hard roads on the bed of natural 
limestone rock, unpaved sidewalks curbed off, a great many pools of stagnant water in 
the streets.  Many Spanish faces and voices; strange

hotels with strange fruits and customs.  The tropical cocoanut palm is all prevalent and 
very striking; some house yards have numbers of them.  The laurel tree is a favorite 
shade tree for the sidewalks.  Almond trees just budding afresh and casting their leaves 
of the last growth.  Tamarinds full of

their bean-like fruit.  Many varieties of the acacia family with new names.  The 
sappadillo, a dark green thickly growing tree full of fruit.  Lime trees; date palms; 
sugar apples; pride of India; banyans, and many others.  Drove over to the empty fort 
commanding the harbor, and down the beach, on

which were washed up a good many cup sponges.  Past the sponge-drying yards, and 
back to the boat for supper.  Beautiful evening; all sat on deck until late, enjoying the 
warmth, the setting sun glow, and the moonlight.  After the drive J., V. and I went over 
to the tower of Mr. Philbrick, to take

the outlook, which was well worth the climb to the top.  Had a good glass, with which 
vessels are recognized at a long distance.  The town and waters and keys lay below us 
beautifully, and the blue-green waters of the Gulf were even prettier from the height. 
Hot in the night.128

Appendix A4: Letter From Key West by: Robert Frost
Robert Frost's description of Key West proved highly insightful.  His description 

of the island as a dead place is not surprising considering his arrival there in the depths of 

the depression, but his recognition that it was a dead place because it had died several 

times was particularly astute.  Frost also took care to note on the diversity of the island 

128 Mrs. John R. Gilpin, “Diary of a West Coast Sailing Expedition, 1885,” Tequesta 7 (1947): 56.
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and the lack of prejudice towards living arrangements between the different races.

30 December 1934

Key West

[…] Look at where I am.  I say it is for Mrs. Frost's health and she says it is for 
mine.  This is Cayo Huaso as the Spaniards named it.  It might have been translated 
into Bone Key.  Instead it was corrupted into Key West...

Neither of us likes it very much yet.  But after all it is a part of the earth. (a small 
part, two or three miles long by a mile or so wide, about a dozen times the size of my 
farm in South Shaftsbury but all cut up into speculators' house lots about the size of 
family lots in a graveyard.)  And whatever thinkers may say against the earth, I notice 
no one is anxious to leave it for either Heaven or Hell...

It is a very very dead place because it has died several times.  It died as a resort of 
pirates, then as a house of smugglers and wreckers, then as a cigar manufactury (The 
Cubans moved over here to get inside the tariff wall) then as a winter resort 
boomtown.  Franklin D himself has taken it personally in hand to give it one more life 
to lose.  FERA is all over the place.  This town has been nationalized to rescue it from 
its own speculative excesses.  The personal interest of Roosevelt in his second coming 
has been invoked and both mayor and governor have abdicated till we can see what 
absolute authority can do to restore the prices of the speculators' graveyard plots and 
make Key West equal to Miami...

It is tropical all right but it is rather unsanitary and shabby.  It has a million dollars 
worth of concrete sidewalks with no houses by them.  It has three races not very well 
kept apart by race-prejudices, Cubans, Negroes, and Whites.  The population once 
25,000 has shrunk to 12,000.  We live not twenty feet from the water of very quiet 
seas.  What with coral shoals and other little keys, the wind has to be a West Indian 
hurricane to get up much waves.  We are fifty miles at sea and the lowest temperature 
ever recorded was forty degrees above zero.  I sleep under one sheet and wear one 
thickness of linen.  People that know say it is a Honolulu five thousand miles nearer 
home.  A third of the people at least speak Spanish but there is not a Spanish book in 
the poor public library.  Neither is there a book with a star map.  I went to make sure if 
the new big star we had raised was Canopus, Sirius' rival...

Ever Yours,

Robert Frost129

129 Robert Frost, “Letter From Key West,” in The Key West Reader, ed. George Murphy (Key West: 
Tortugas, Ltd., 1989), 11-12.
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Appendix A5: Conch Republic Declaration of Secession
We, the people of Key West are called Conchs... Sometimes we are called Conchs with 
affection, sometimes with humor, and sometimes with derision.

I proclaim that Key West shall now be known as the Conch Republic, and as the flag 
of our new republic is raised, I thereby state to Washington and the rest of the United 
States, and the world that the Conchs are and were.

When Jamestown, Virginia was settled by Englishmen fed up with the arrogance, the 
derision; the abuse of rights by a despot, a King without compassion or sense of 
humanity, another group was settling in the Bahamas and they were called “Conchs”.

They were known as “Conchs” because they hoisted flags with the tough, hard conch 
shellfish indicating they'd rather eat conch than pay the King's taxes and live under his 
tyranny.

That's our flag. It has a conch on it. We secede from the United States.

We've raised our flag, given our notice, and named our new government.

We serve notice on the government in Washington to remove the roadblock or get 
ready to put up a permanent border to a new foreign land.

We as a people, may have suffered in the past, but we have no intention of suffering in 
the future at the hands of fools and bureaucrats.

We're not going to beg, to beseech the nation of the United States for help. We're not 
going to ask for something we should naturally have as citizens – simple equality.

If we are not equal, we'll get out. It's as simple as that.

The first step was, like Mariel, up to Washington. This step is up to us.

We call upon the people of the Florida Keys to join us or not, as they see fit. We're not 
a fearful people. We're not a group to cringe and whimper when Washington cracks the 
whip with contempt and unconcern. We're Conchs, and we've had enough.

We're happy to seceded today with some humor. But there is some anger, too.

Big trouble has started in smaller places than this.

I am calling on all my fellow citizens here in the Conch Republic to stand together, 
lest we fall apart – fall from fear, from a lack of courage, intimidation by an uncaring 
government whose actions show it has grown too big to care for people on a small 
island.

Signed,

Dennis Wardlow, Prime Minister130

130 Peter Anderson, “The Beginning,” http://www.conchrepublic.com/the_beginning.htm.
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Appendix B:
Maps

This map demonstrates the distance between Key West and the three nearest major cities.  Havanna (90 
miles), Miami (140 miles), and Andros Island (200 Miles).  It is important to keep in mind that for much 
of Key West's history, the nearest major American city was not Miami, but St. Augustine, 450 miles to 
the north.  (Image from DeLorme Street Atlas USA 2009, measurements added by author)
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This map provides a view of all of the Florida Keys along with a closeer view of Key West.  In the 
northern corner of the map one can see the convergence of the only two roads leading to the mainland. 
This was the location where the border patrol was stationed in the events leading up to Conch 
independence.  (Image from VisitFloridaMaps.com: 
http://www.visitfloridamaps.com/floridamaps/miami/florida-keys-map.php )
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